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NOTES . .

frOM the Editor

1 , ;I_ i

.

. -, .

Analyses of research reports are Irouped in three clusters in this
. r

issoellOf I!S.E. The first cluster, TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS AND

contains five studies. The second, ST)ENT CHARACTERISTICS AND

includes folkir reports, The last section, INSTRUCTION, include&
4

Studieyncluded in any given cluster do hot, of course, all con

elements. Rather, they are grouped together because they share some
s

BEHAVXRS,

BEHAVLORS,
4

five studies.

tain similar

basis for-comparison.

Publishable responses

are encouraged.

L

1

common

to the analyses and to the grOuping of studies

I

Stanley I...Helgeson
Editor

Patricia E. Blosser
Associate Edit -or
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Dietrich, Don. 4"Gradisohractices,of High School Physics Teachers:, A
Contributing_Factor to peclinini Enrollments in Physics." Science
Education, 57(1):2525, ;M3.

". ,- DescriptorsyEducational Research, *Grading, Physics, Science
i EducAlion,-Secondary SchOol Science, *Student Zhrollment,

*Student Science Interests, Teacher Characte istics,s*Tacher
Influence

'(

Expanded Abstract and.Analysis Pared Especially for I.S.E.,by:Rodney
L. iDoran,-State University bf New ork at Buffalo.,

.Purposlk
4

. $ TW.s study attempted to determine if grading practices of physics
teachers Act as a deterrent to'students enrolling-in physics.

$

Rationale i
.

ifqk
'.7 4

The decrease ,of enrollments in high school physics in
.

recent yearA
has been viewed with' coniOdetablf concern. Because high sciool physics

,-instruction is,Viewed,more-as an important link to.ane's scientific.,
. *literacy- than solely as preprofessional preparation, this concern demands

more attention. Many factors haVe been suggested-as factors which may
be r lated tq, this declining enrollment phenomenon, such as(' difficulty
oft e course, scarcitYaf qualified teachers, and severity of physics
lea hers' grading practices. Bridgham and Welch (3) explored the
relationships between grading pradtices and student dropouts from physics
classes. Although their findings were not statistically significant, t

they detected trends such that.they suggested further research should
consider the role'physics teachers' -grading practices might act as a
deterrent to initial enrollment in physics classes.

.

. , .\

e

-Research Design and Procedure

Dietrich identified Schools from'amidwestern state at either high,
enrollment (HE) or q:aw'enrollment ( ) with respect to physics
ment. For the entire state, the per nt enrollment in physics classes
(computed as a proportion of 12th. ade enrollment) ranged from 0 pert
cent to 62 percent. Schools identified as HE were those with 25 percent
-or more of their twelfth graders enrolling in physics. while LE schools
were those with 12 percent or less enrollment in physics. This arbitrary
definition provided 17 HE schools and 18 LE schoials with 18 teachers
associated Aith each-group ofsdhools. Grading data were obtained 'from'
fivestudefits randomly-selected,from-the physids class(ea) of each of
the teachers...) The data included: (1) physics grade, (2) overall grade- .2

point average, (GPA),. and (3) grade point average in science. Classes
other than phisicse.101)Based on their grades, eacWstudeni was placed
into one of these categories: .

S

7
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I. Physics < Overal ,and < Other Science.

r

II. Physics.< Overall but > Other/ScienCe \.
III.: Physics > Overall but.< Other Science
IV.' Physics '> Overall and > Other Science

e
. ... . .

Based on the distribution of stude from'HE and LE schools into these-.

categories, one is able .to make c parisons as to severity of grading *- .

practices and physics enrollment.
0, ,._

... 1
,..4 .

I ,

.

;

Findings

Based on a chl-square analysis of the percent of'otudents in the
.four grading categories by the enrolilmedt variable (Ht or LIE), Dietrich
found that there were significant differendeS. Most of the variation
was found in categories I and IV. Sixty.-two percent of teachers from- .

, HE school awarded grddes in physics that were lower than students.'
science GPA.and theiroverali.\GPA, whereai only 45 perdent:of the
teachers from 12,schools.4d so. Similarly, 45 percent of. the LE teacheta
Awarded physics grades thafwerelgreater than the students' overall
and science GPA, while only 23 percent of the teachers from 'HE %chools
awarded such relatively high physics grades.

A grouping of categories, I with II and III with IV, allowed
Dietrich to analyze physics grades earned with stdentsh'cmerall GPA.
Inspection of these data revealed significant differences with avgreater
percent' of teachers from` HE schools ( percent-HE, percent LE)
awarding, physics grades lower than overall GPA.

Grouping of categories I with III and II with 'IV allowed one to.
Ns' comparegrades Attained in physics classes withthose obtained from

other science' classes. Significant differences were found with LE
leachers awarding physics grades that were greater than or equal to
students' "other science GPA" more frequently than do HE teachers (54
petcent td 36 percent). Conversely, teachers from HE schools awarded
grades in physics lower than students' "other science GPM more
frequently than did LE teachers (64 percent to 46 per nt).

Interpretations,
,

,

. k

S Based on the data collected and the analyses calculated, the author
concluded that: z,

(1) .Although both groUps'of teachers tended to be severe graders,.
' the physics teachers in the LE schools were more severe than

. their counterparts is the HE schools.

(2) Comparing physics grades to overall GPA, both groups of teachers
tended td award physics grades lower than the students' over-.

-k all GPA, with teachers from HE.dchools being significantly
mores severe than LE physics teachers.'

*

(3) When grades' obtainedin ysica'were compared to those earned
in other science classe , the HE teachers were again more

4
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'severe in their gradingpractites,.awarding'a grefater

percentage of grades-which were less-than fhe students
"other science:GPA", than the LE tea4hers.

.

.

. / i

,..
Ns, .

...

The findings obtained in this study did tot Support the expectation
that the severity of, p*sids teachers' grading practices disCouraged

,students from.enrdllinein physics classes. The investigate suggested
that teacher classroom behavior might be a fruitful,area in which"to

4-

.* pursue this queStion further.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS,

The relationship between severity of grading,and enrollment, in
high school science courses was also ,explored by gridgham.(2): A ;tee
proposing a model of this relationship, Bridgham colleCted data from
27 high schools to emAiriddlly4eAr his propositions. Consistent with
Dietrich's findings,,E0aidgham reported that physics grades Ciere,more
severe than those obtained in other non-science classes- When compar-
ing physics grades th other science-grades, Bridgham looked separately
at biology an4 ch stry grades with physics gradesbeing more-severe
than biology but ess severe plan chemist . As Dibtrich did not use
that breakdown, .comparison is not.possibl . While Bridgham's findipgs
are "mixed" because of the inclusion of other variables (student sex, Ak
parental occupatign,sand 8vailability4of second level_courses) he, did
conclude4that."ease of grading is related to-tience enrollments in -

general." This\is in dirpct opposition to the outcomes of Dietrich's'
study. Clearly; we are not in 'a poAtign to validly generalite about

vthe relationship between severity (or ease),of grading in enrollment
in physics. classes. It is fair to conclude that this phenomenon is not
a simple one, and is. in need of further resea rch which begins to repre7

- -sent enrollment realistically (i.e., in a longitudinal fashion) and to
.tap other variables-that potentially relate to student enrollment in'
high school Physics classes. In addition to the ]Dietrich and Bridgham
(2) studies, reviews by Rowe (4)and Bates (1) will be red to formulate
those suggestions for further research.

from Bridgham's. study, it is clear that "males a 2enalized more
severely than males, when ,physics grades are.compared to heir non-
science grades. The same finding was obtained with biology and chemistry
-grades. Bridgham also found stronger associations between ease of
grading and enrollment in the next science course for female than -for
male students. Bridgham speculated that with males the perceiyed rele-
vance of science courses to career development may override, the ease
of grading considerations. As Bridgham'p data erefrom the-1968
graduating class, an inspection of this relationship faith more contem- .
poiary data is highly desirable. Suffice it to say, further -research
on enrollment in physics shodld be inspectetwith the possibliliY of
sex bias clearly delineated.

While Dietrich discriminated among those who dropped out,d
physics,cnd. those who did not enroll in physics, students from both

j groups afe missing the contribution that physics instruction might make
to theit personal lives. It appears necessary to study poet edvationsi
problems longitudinally, certainly those related'to enrollment' /

'/
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characteristics, pne.miht earch for differences in,demograPhic 1:er

academic variables'with resp
in physics, (2)cenrolApp ph
and domtlete the course.

Several, limitations to physics enrollment appear to exist, prime
among themr-'(1) the lock step. sequence of biology- chemistry- physics
and (21 the mathematical, skills prerequisite to physics. While the 100
year old'sequence of the'seCondary science courses may need changing, such
Will occur very:slowly. More realistically, evider spectrum of physics
courses, for more thin just- the College-boUnd science major, might",
alleviate this enrollment ptoblem: As sudh curriculum reconstruction,is
considered, it is imperative to consider making the new. courses less
abst t and more concrete and less,dependent on lecturing solely and

.mOre d endent on other techniques of instruction/learning. Researdheits
cou exp ore the relation between enrollmedt and physics course varia=
bility, in situations where such exists. As.enrollment..in physics
usually limited to those who have completed chemistry, another index of
physics enrollment might he as a ratio of those "eligible" to take, ,

physics (i.e., having.completed the,"prerequisite"). Bridgham used this
index'in his study.7 Similarly, the relationship between physics_enroll-
ment and ehrollment,and/or achievement in kathematfics courses nee'dso
be explored.

.

ct to those who:.
g-ics and drop out,

(1) ch4se not to. enroll
and (3)-enroll in physics

Og-

r

- It.iS not cigar hoW this issue of "prey uisites" for physics is
II

gt operationalized, iiformally or, formally, it schools. In some oases, it
, appears that.teaOhers or uidadce Cams s schedule students intoor

out of phydics on one pret t or,another. ther studdnts enroll in
physics because.they believe,it-II:Lbe required for college admission,.
While the mechanisms may vary, it appears that further research should
pursue this issue, namely, "Who decides if a student shoul$ enroll in
physics o; not end why?"

6

In addition to'the grading practiebs of)physics teachersp4manY,

other charactefisticsof these key individuals may relate, to student
enrollment in physics xlesses. While personality variables are admit-,
tedly difficult to assess, the warmth and enthusiasm of a physics
teacher, may directly Iftr indirectly (through physics students) influence
enrollment trends. In an area with sex bias apparently existing, it
might be valid,to explore the effect of teacher's sex on.phystcs.enroll-
ment r(recognizing that there ale relatively few femele.physics feacher)...
While ,the. academic background or experience of a physics teacher might
infitence.the depth and breadth-Of ex s and instruction possible, 'a
more fruitful airection to 'pursue might be analysis of the actual .

S'

classioom behavior with rasped' to laboratory activities, audio-visual N\
. aids, elution Of problems, individualizationyof instruction, and method
/ of evalgation. Whtle obtaining external observers to collect these data

becgmes egtretheli'labonious and expensive, it appears that students can
loialidly report on the kinds pi behaviv.

A last clustqMof variables potentially r)lated to physics enrollr
ment is compOsed-Of pleasures of the school and community, such as size
of school, socioeconomic.status'of the community, percent of students
entering-college, etc. .While it i likely more influence will be from

..
. . i

-
. 0
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*other factors more closely assotiated with the physics cladS, the
teacher and the studente,in most educational research, ;it is wise to

. consider as wide a sampling,of variablet as practick. It is hoped
'--,---.. --That further:research will be conducted to, illuminate this phedoMenon

more clearly. i '

' .
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Expanded Abstract and 4alysig Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Judy
Igelston-Dodd, National Technical Inetitutefar the Deaf, Rochester,

. . ., - t , ,

.

1 .

New York. , .

,v

/
0

. .

Purpose -. . '''' 1 ...

. The-author surveyed junior and senior high school teachers to .

.®w -identify areas of. teaching skills in which the` teachers felt a need
for improvement from a frevitodsly alesigned.list of competencies,
Teachers were a/so,asked to'

%e

several aspects of their working'

rt*'\

11,

Rationale 4
...

.

.
.

.

. Teacher self-ratings of their skills provides' critics/ Input for
_ the design and development of in- service programs.to upgrade ebe cOm-, . ..

,---N petencies of prfessionals in the-field.' Administrators and_developers . .
of undergraduate teacher education programs also need tO,identify their

. %

strong and weak areas of preparation as perceiveA'bY their graduetts..
i

'

.. ..
:

conditions.

.."
, ,

The actual problem investiga involved a coMparkson-ef the .. ,
.

.

resgonse of the junior.high schoo teaches with those 'of, the senior 4

high schOol teacher.
--..1

.

rs.
(

.,
0.

or
'I

I

1

f

. ....

.N Administrators'lso geed' teachert' dissatisfactions
tegardirig school fatilities and oth working'conditiOrig. It-is assumed
that teachers will develop these op niops independently and then present'
their recomdendations (anonymously?) to the administration.

..

Research Design andProcedure
,

.
.

,

Although no research design wa6.vplicitly proposed, teaehersi'
.

. ..'responses were categorized on the basis,of,junior:Vs. senior highschobl
teaching assignments, andfgroup dejAs,were'analyzed (again' no method ,Of-
analysis was specified) f9

t

igniacant
-
differences 4o9r each-itemtcon-

. .tained in both parts of survey.y.
'. ,

. 4-
,

.

Theinstrument dbntained items related to demOgraphic data and
opinion ifeds for die two topics oftcon&rn: teaching skills and sch-ool
working conditions. The: twenty teaching skills items cowered,: 1)

effectiveness in using,awriety of class room presentation techniques,
2) knowledge and ability* in subject area, 3) ability tO.change and !.

organize-cprriculum, and 4) effectiveness in evaluation taskS...
1 .

12
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ThIttluster.sof 25 item, Pertaining t existing school:working '

condition* included:, , 1) course conseraines,, e., equipment, "facilities,
and gual#y'anitquantity'of, Materials used"'' 16 student learning, 2) time
constraints ac and 4) p onnel!constraints, i.e,;
ayailability0 consultants: secrerrips, an assistants. .

.

7.

The science teadhers rated themselves on ach item of each'cluster
according to the followinsLikert scale: 5 = ccellent, '4 = Oaod, 3 =
satisfactory, 2 , .same improvement needed,. and 1 .--: much improement .

,needed. : f ,

.

_ .

Interpretations

,

The mean ratings for,teaching competencies repotteOpin t e stud'
were discounted as being,:somewhat inflated due to the difficulty of self
evaluation. The high confidence in ability maY also be related tn,the
relatively long experience in the field, to the teachers' -holding of '

' degrees within the fields offsciehce,;and. to the high, incidence of . f"

' partiAipation inNSF'IhStitutes. k

.
, ..r

. , Al:

P The teachers' lack of personal experience with a variety of-new'i
.

teaching techniquqe was cited as contributory to the low rating for 4-
the competency item "Knowledge pf Curricular'Techniques." Undergraduate-

. I

-programs are advised to provide more Uackgroun in diffetent techniques.

The highly motivating aspects of audio yi uslpaterials,: and the
need to use 'effectivamemotivation with junior high- level students were':

cited as explanation .for:the higher rating's given the item "Effective-
ness in audio visual, presentation" by the junior h)' teachers. No

.
. explanation was offered fog the iuperitz ratings of °other ixes by the

senior high4group:.- -,
. .4,

, - .! "4 .
. . . ,

The relationsfiip.of lowerratings:Ahr items ."Your teaching load"
and "Student Classroom Behavior" masstressed:' School administratOrs

.:-,.were'advised to check, dissatisfaction within 'their schools 'particularly

'-to see if improvements in-these areas would.improve the quality 6f
. r

instruction,
de

111P

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS :
g

sg.

4 Professor Lawrenz'has xeported on an interesting mixture of Issues--
Self 'apyraisal of teaching competency and' le koj,cal follow -up of g

diagnosl.).&ahaly,sis and prescriptiyely assigned in -service traintni for
prviassional'demelopment is, aneglected feature of the evalpatigt

-,piocesSOn_the public schools. The infl'a'ted results indicate a need. for

.training in just tat prOcess of self evaluation (see Egelstan'and
Egelstnn Cl)].

Working conditions and .the motivators and dissatisfiers'Uhich'
Iinteract to fofm the basis of,the perceptions have been reported lr .

Herzberg '(2). The specific conditions essential for effective instruc -
tion in science have-neverbeen validated' by researchers.tdmy knowi.9dge.

i p
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The teacher variable will always obliterate differences in teaching load,
provisions for.space, time, equipmenx, etc. A correlational analysis of
the competencies. as they-were self..-rate 0 and the, working conditions' .

ratings might possibly yield some intensting relationships;

Air, The reporthas some limitation's which should be noted. The follow-
Th.kcommeFits reflect my. vwn curiosity over omissions and?iscrepanciis
rather4than a true ciitiCal analysis.

,
. . , , ,./

The'problem Statement,suggesti fhat',the type of learning situations
which teachers prefer.wereinvestigated -er.no results for this item

3i
,were reported. .SinceLawrenz offers specific advice to undergraduate
'institutions 81 teacher education and ev n- to NSF' Institutes which

.

provide in-serviat trainirig-to teachers, regarding ihe specific areas
.reported by teachers as deficiencies in their professional competence,
itis likely that these additional data would be useful to readers who
may be planning to develop,andior revise such programs,

Tie problem Statement negletted to includea descriptio6 ofthe
investigation intathe.teachers' attitudes toward science, nor was the
instrumentation eported for this variable. Such incidental findings

'

may, have been viewed.as part of the.dvographic.data but a ,Correla-\
tiSnal analysis with-the competency items might yield interesting.
relationships. .

It is likelytthe author misspoke when she'describ
,process. A.Stiatified random sample of schools 'within
region0 rather than tea hers Must have been drawn sinc
"randomly" 'selected b Weir school pOncipal. ,In reality this selec-
tion process may hatte been less thin random as evidenced by the long
experience and high"academic quality of the teachers in the sample.
Perhaps principals selected their ;'best" teachers -in science in the
hope thatitheir,'SchooItwould look good in the study. Since no verifi-
,cation ofthe randomness of the Selectioeprocess was` reported, I am. *
suspicious.

fr

" The research design and method of analesis were not sPecified in
, the report: The statistics reported were straightforward enough to.

,.pr 1,,infeetheir origin, `but the omission of this information detracts from 4
:.,-,;ok'the study.

the,sampling
e three
teachers were

V.t -Table 1 contains an error which is easily identified upon examination

1

r.

of Table 2. The asterisk itentifying those items.which reached siknifi-
care in the analysis was oialtted from "Effectivenessin audio visual
presentation."

In the discUssion seotion Liwrenz refers to the "suggested"
relationship between teaching load and teacher opinion of student
behavior without supplying post-hoc correlational analyses to shppokt.
her suspicion. 'Such action wouldSeem appropriate in light of the four
other highly sisnificant differences i,n the item mean ratings., Perhaps
,student laboratory facilities 'which were rated as:less than satisfactory
by junior high teachers is more related to strident behaviOT than class
load Ls,

,
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It was somewhat surprising._
were wit innovative cUrriculum
strength in otherareas would 1
in touch with educational-journ

'The rank ordering for earrIcul

tsee how unfariiliar teachers reportedly

echniques, especially since their .

d the reader to believe that they were
s and/oi professional associations.' .

.techniques and current curriculum
matterand subject matter placed therd ate extreme ends of the ratings

44ior both groups of teachers. I-am left 'wondering if defining they .

'items on curriculum might have hdTPed the teachers(respOnd more p.osi-
tively than merely "satisfactory."

Lawtenz ends with the recommendation that school administrators
,

. skould check out the validity of the dissatisfaction with school con-
ditions reported, bucfails to include 'standards or references for will '-
standards ,t6 make such judgments. The importance is not, so much that

% conditiOns were,in'reality that bad, but that the teachers sampled
thoyght.they were. Dealing with teachers' feelings of dissatisfactipa
by means of a survey of "institutional health" would establish a basis

. for an administrator's plans for improvement. hether thede improve-
ments result in higher quality of instruction or ,pot could be answered
by ad appropriate evaluationdesign.

. -

In summeryp, Lawrenz's findings contribuEe'to the conviction that
,.our science teachers are befter trained than ever, that senior-high
teachers have it:"better" than junior high teachers and that school
conditions areperceived as in need of'improvemelit by all teachers:

.
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Expanded Abstract and Analy Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Herbert A. Smith, Colorado tate University.

Purpose_
11,

The //study extended over.athree year period and was des&gned to
detetmine the impact of an inservice program on teacher lassroom
behavior.and effectiveneA. The-null.hYpotheses were not explicitly_
seated,' but can be inferred to be: s-

1. There.ra no differences in participating teachers' knowledge

of earth. science facts andiconcepts as a -result of partia-
s, patiOri id,a tourTweek workshop.designed to improve knowledge

in this area as measured by pre- and post-test,scores on a
stafk4.dev4loped isfrument.-

#
)

2. There is _no difference in the learning of the stUdentsof
participant,Otacher4.diefactual information andsciende
prfaciples as measured lay pre- and post-test scores using
TOSK Tests I 4nd II at the beginning and end of the school .

year. . ,

.. ,

' /
. %

.

a- . .
1

3. There is nadifference'ln the learning of the students of
participant teachers in- undersrandingcscientific ncepts ,

and processes as meastee0 by the "Concept Process st" ,

f
. (gt) scot'es at the beginning and end of the School ear:

c
. ,

,
-

,

A series of hypbthesft were tested which.related to the changes in
perceptions of the participinta''students'toward classroom activities
as measured by the "SsienceClassroa4-Activity'ChaCklist Student 44

PerceptiOns" (SCACL:SP) as a pretest, post-test and.follcw-up test. ... ,

The plan was designed to measurelihe impact of the program at the end
of either one year or two years of partLi )ration arid also the reten- 1)-.

tion of program effectivenhs cin the classroom behavior of teactiersas . ..

measured one year after program termination.. A sample null hypothesis
for this series could be

.
iaferred td be:.

- . .r! - .
.

There is no difference in the per eptiong of atuderita toward class-
rpom activities methods and tecthiques Used by participating teachers
.in the 'classroom as peasured by re- and post -test meaSures using the
"Science. Classroom Activitylphe4list: Student Perceptions"- at the
beginning and end'Iaf the schaol.dyear.

%; 12
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Rationale

St,

r
1

Educators are constantly faced with the problem of measuring the
effectiveness of certain educational procedures. Large sums of money
were expended on many aspects of science and mathematics educationby____
the National Science Foundation in-the 1960's and 1970's. The principle
of adcountahility requires theta satisfa4tory assessment of the effec-
tiveness of= these extensive programs' be made. ,The present study
represents one small attempt to make a contribution to this assessment:
A comprehensive Assessment and synthesisof the full-scale impaet of
the National Science Foundation's commitment of Iarge'sums to the up-
grading of science teacher qualifications and science curricula remain.
to be. done. Bldsser is cited in the preeent study and sufficiently
documents the limitations of existing sdudies.. The study by Mayer,
Disinger, and White attempts to avoid some of the ,limitations in previous

- studies by lookingmoie directly at teacher classroom behavior and
studen4 performance and perceptions.

ro

Research Design and Procedure 6 .

.

The'study was initiated with 32 junior high school teachers as.

program participants and-included the students in'thpir classes.' The
'study covered two years, with measures of student. perceptions of teaching
behaviors continued through a third year. The design was traditional,

Itused/a series of pre- and post-test measures both on teacher-
ticipants and on the students of participant teachers. Data ,analvzed

were obtained from the Pre- and poet-test testing procedures and
used the "t" test for matched pairs to determine the significance of
'obtained differences.

Findings

The findings. may be summarized as follows:
L-

'1. Teachers made significant increases in-knqwledge of earth scie
facts and conceptS as measured by a locally developed messuri
instrument.

*

s.

2. Students in participating teachers classes made significant.'
increases in knowledge of scientific facts during the 1969-1970
school year as measured by the TOSK tqst. Increases in under-

. .

standing of science prinCiples Were nOr statistically signifi- *.

cant as measured by-TOSK.

1 % ..

3. Studentb in participating teachers' classes exhibitpd .eicant
. positive incre'ases in their perceptionsfof teacher bell& rs

.

:'-
dove consistent with current philosophies of effective science
teaching as measured by the "Science Classroom,Activity Check-
list: Student Perspective." The gains tended to persist during '

the year fdllowing termination of the inservice program.'

13 IT
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;Interpretations

Vie investigators believedthe evidence indicated that. the purPoses,
ofinservice program had-been achieved. No direct evidence was obtained
relating to an objective related to assisting teachers to develop tech-
niques of self-asseptment of their classroom behaviors.

AESTRACTOR'S ANALYSI S

'The intent of theStudy is clearly'laudAble'and'it seeds to haVe
, been aairied through consistently and fa/xly. Nevertheless, there are

serious deficiencies which seem apparent 'CO this reviewer.
,

1. Conceptually, the study is weak aid -"the results obtained could
have been predicted a prioti with little risk. Certainly one
Would -antcipate that "intensive"all -day sessions" conducted

. on geological content for,four weeks would resultin teachers
.learaAne

,.

facts, principles and concepts of geplogy. ,Further-
.. more, from the' arvalys s we cannot separate teacher effects,

curticulust effects (t aditionaliversus ESCP) or grade level

-
effects4 The stateme t-that "the use of a control group deign

.

was not practical' c qt be accepted without substantial
reservation.. From t e study, one doestmot'feel assured that
oiacheztiwho did not participate in the workshop experience
would have' obtained'- y less impressive results. In fact, it
is somewhat didappo tin and a clearly unimpressivOlfinding
that stUdenrd did no t show a significant growth in understanding

* s'cientifio princip es'in geology after a,yeat of study of
earth science., It aY-show teachdr emphasikon, and concerns
for, the lower and ore superficial:levels,Wf cognitive learning
as exemplified in: B oom's taxonomy by leyels 1, 2 and 3.

2. Apart,from the stud itself, there is at least the possibility
' .of'a confli of in. =rest this study.; It is noted that the

ilational Science r 'dation funded bith the 'inservice program.,
and,developmen of t ESCP material. The Director'of the
Inservice trojectlwa \apparently also the principal investigator
in the e Aretion St dy, at least no; disclaimer is made.
'Althclugh o'negatiVe allegation is either' made of implied; it
'id sugges ed that- he hest intirests,of evaluation are served
whip;rhe 'valuatok h po"poisibla vested profe4sional or fiaan
cidi-inte st'in the utcome of the study. . .

3: As a t;11 cal notd)bn the analysis, it Appears that, s ince it
'was student 'and not\ t Chers who were 'paired, that -the "N" in
tables IV and V\sh ould be, the student and ,not the teacher

Purthe Fore, the .elay in publication following completion
of the study seems excesSiye.,

.

t
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Sensed Adequacy to Teach Elementary-Science."
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Ppepared Espectallyjfor by'Eugene

to

L. Chiappetta, university of Houston.
)_,

y

.Pjrpose
. .,/ e

I
I 1.

grospective'Aementary teachers!rbeckgtoundh atild theikrcontidence to.

.

The 'pumpOseof the-study was-tvexplor:e the.relationship between

teach dcience.' Tha:results wire expfected to'support,the contention that:
AndividualA wh took.fewer collegrate sicienci*coUrsesand,who imasessed

.
.a poot-1,grasp ormethoai_and pracedutes. of scienceawduld%thve al,Low

. ,,
preferenceforteaching scitnce. .

,
. .

., I II.
,, ,*/ I

AIL a
Ratidndli ,

.
r

, . 1
:"', e

%.. .it . .- .-. 4,,.6 .'' . '
Unrewitding eXPeuienceeln ecienciecourses probablyA0Toduce4poors

attitudetttoward science and prevent, Students takids,electiVe science
courses., This sfy'teatihers' lack, 6f,desire
for teaching scienceAnthe'elementary schb01... TeaChetii_like7other
,penpre, will do what they are suc4ssful at and wi,X11.avoid.4dtivities in
which they gerceive themielv4s. t6"bn AnadeqUate. ,l'he, apparent lackpf .

Science teatbidg wWhtaillsteArt, the.:edegrentaty sapol la a-resulrof
teachers' atticudessoWard 5pience-which lkerp shaped:durpg'theii'spience
course experientes'at .the collistate;_leconBary,'and.,ptesibly elementary .school'levefs. Thii notion0-puROArfed b7 the wor4of Soy, (3), Black- ,

wood (1),'and Naben (2):.
41 -
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'Research Design and Procedure'
-

.%

"

The sampie'for the' study donsisied,Of 5'2 'prospective elementarx,
teachers enrolled-in steAchet eduCafiori proivsniftat the Unfveraity of
Califpinia atDavis.- Each subjecCwiaadministered ehe following three(
instrumepts:

H
eI

(1) A questionnaire soliciting seliected"biographical'information;
e.g., the number' of high schOol C'ourss completed, _die
number of-science:Courses (nationally deVeloped,programs)
completed, the number of college science courses taken,
and.a.. self rating bn, a 'sense of adeqUaCY to -teach science.

Tire Omnibus Personality Inventory was used to assess ego -'
functioning, e.g-Wsoc41.emotional maturity,, social concern,
success;, and to assess "intellectual activity.," woiking
with ideas and abstractione,theoretical orientation, and.,
esthetic interests..

A
A
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3) The Methods and Procedurei "of Sqence: Ah
. assessed subjects ' gralip of methodological dimensiond of

science, hypothesis,, observations, variables and
experimental design. -

8
,

.
,

Correlational analyses were computed for the selected variables,
using the B4.o -Med program. /The analyses were tot the purpose of answer-
ing the following questions,: 'DO individuals with affinity, .to engage in-
theoretical problem-solving tasks'study more science and have higher_
desire to "teach science? Does theuhderstanding of the 'process cola-
-foments of science, an.important dimension of contemporary science .-

.programs; relate significantly-with background variables such'as
flexibility or the tendency to engage in intellectual activities?

.

.t

There was a significant relationship been A prOspective elementary .

tea:timed academic experiences in science courser and his tendencyto'
elect additional college level science course work, and the preference
and adequacy for teaching science id:the elementary, schodl. . There was a
-significant.correlation.between a prospective teacher's sense of ade-
quacy for science activities and the preference to teach elementary
.science.' In addition, there was a signttrcant relationship between
individuals' grasp of the methodological dimension of science and they

,apelber of nationally` developed high school sciente programs that.werer
studied.

44'

*Interpretations

,

The udy-adds more credibility to the notion that an individual's
perception of adequacy fb a task will shape his attitude for engaging
in the task And in related endeavors. Elementary school teachers who-
have had successful experiences in science course work will by inclined
to teach more science in their classrooms thah those teacheit who
Struggled through. their science courses. Unfortunately, thetlatter
probably - comprises the majority 'of 'cases. Thus.,, we can- expect very
.littlescience teaching to occur id elementary school classrooms.

A reladonship was reported' between scores on the Methods' and
Proce ores o cience: An Examination-instrument and he number of -

nationally deve oped science courses that were taken ;11 high school.
This sAgests_5hat the newer high schoorsciencaprog u: have imparted
to this sample a grasp for the methodological mention: Science.,
This should not come as is surprise because a ms r goal national
curriculum projects'is to enhance.inquiry and pro s skill deve opmiknt., 0

A discouraging result occurred in that the prospective teachers did
not appear to realite the significance between being abletoigrasp-the
methods of science and effective science teaching. The /ndividpals were-
inclined to associate science content with effective science teaching.
This is problematic when:we consider the process andyinquiry emphasis
that has been set forth by the developers of the moat innovative elemen-.

. tary science programs produced over the pfs fifteen years. "
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There was not a significant relationship between personality.

attributes and attitude toward teaching science. Thit is rather surpris-
ing when we Sonsi,der the associations that have been reported between

,

personality dimensions and disposition. toward various tasks that have
been reported in the research literature. This questions the suitability
of the instrumeets used to theasure.these associations. . ,

. " .

In summary,, prospective elementary teachers' perceptions of.their )
adequacy orleeaching elementary school science appears to, be related to

. their success in previous science course experiences. Previous science
.

court rienceewhicbamparted alactual,grasp.of science appear to
' beassocitiad w4H a,sense of adequacy for teething science. This is .

4- .- -unfortunate because g methodological grasp of science might better be
the desiied association with adeqUacy for teaching science 'in the,

. elementary school.

ABSTRACtOR'S ANALYSIS

The study adds to the fund of research which supporthe notion
that teach&xi will be inclined taward.those activities of which they
.feel,asensa"dt adequacy. The reported finding, that experiences which
promctee grasp of the factUal content of science might influence
teachers!.understanding of what adequate science instruction is, sherftd
be pursued in subsequent research. This -might be instrumental in.
formulating a hypothesis which suggests that an understanding of what

. adequate elementa science instruction should be like involves a two= ' .

stage development. The first stage involved successful experiences with
. .,the mastery of science content, while the second stage involves success-

ful experiences with and mastery of science process skills. '

.
Mott prospectiVe and practicing elementary'school teachers, never

achieVe the first stage, not to mention the second stage. Possibly,
only after equilibrating at the secqnd stage will elementary teachers
carry out the.goale of the nationally developed elemeience

' .

.

.7'iprograms and continue this pursuit over an extended of time.
0 .

1

The f n ings in this study were extremely difficultio.underepand...
There was results sections per se, and n9 tables. Without the
resultsteceion one. eould.not be pule nf the significance of the reported
correlations. The strength'of relationsips between variables cannot be
ascertained. This study, presented tisits research report fprm, .

highly fragmented. Hence,"the reader cannot determine wtiaasfound
nor accurately understagd the interpretations ofthe.findings by the
author.., Research reports will be more helpful to the readers if they
contarn a results ,section. with tables that show relaioships between
the key variables.'

The present study might have employed d-a stronger design .than what
appeared to be employed.. The attempe_to find correlations among so many
(21) variables fam sure to-meet with some type of success, The study
would be more 'valid if fewer relationships were analyzed tieing a
regression analysis or another multivariate statistic.

17
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Pulse
The purpose of thiastUdy was tp examine the relatiohship between the

Styles of instruction of teachers of introductory college biology. utilizing
Flanders' Interaction Analysis Systemand student achievement on both high
and low cognitive <levels. (High cognitive level included Bloom's comOreice
heniion, application and'analysis categories; low cognitive level, Bloom's
knowledge level.)

4, A

Rationale

Within the past 40 years-many research studies (lave focused on the
effectiveness of specific teaching_methodology for College instruction. '

No clear patterns have emerged.that favor any specific methods. At'the
time this research was conducted, studies_ that examined diffres4teaching
strategies failed to 'quant fy tip method used.i For example, "student 4
centered" in one study t mean'letting the students talk 20 percent of

5 the tine, whereas in another study it may mean 100 percent.of'the.time.
This study attempted to counteract this weakness of previous studies by
quantifying the teaching appr ach used (lecture vs. student-centered)
.utilizing the methodolbgy devApped by Flanders.

Research Design and Procedure

4).1)

. .
..

.
,

. The sample consisted of,408 students enrolled in an introductory .

iology course at Bronx,fommunity College -in New York City in 1967. Half
of these students were enrolled in classes taught by instructortce9tered
teachers, and half in classes taught by student-centered teachers! The .

teacher's classification was made by analyzing the teaching behavior of-
alll-instructors of the introductory biology course according to Flanders'
Ten Category Interaction Analysis System and selecting those with ratings
at the extremes of the "direct" and"indirect" scales. , .

Students were administered a pretest (not described in article), were
to ht for one semester by a "direct" or 'andirect" instructor, and took
theposttest at the end 'Of the semester. Instructors were vi eotaped for
five one -hour sessions:during the semester. These fape analyzed by
the major investigator according to Flanders' system. (Care was Eaken tor'

deteructne consistency in ratings using the instrument and inter-observer
reliability).

1923
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-The posttest consisted of 104 items equally divided between .ow and
level questions. Validity of the instrument was determined by two

panels of experts who evaluated items on the quality, cognitive level, and
content covert The reliability of the test using the Spearman...Brown
formula as also. , 14:

...

Data were analyAd using a series of one-way analy0s Of covariance:
Pretest and IQ inequalities were used in adjusting the final posttest scores.

Findings .

., .
. 4, .

. . .

Analysis'of the teachers' dies:5room behavior according to the categories
Oestablished by Flanders indicated at. there was a Significant difference at

the 0.01 level between direct and indirect tnitructore.metfiods o£ 'teaching. ,\

*' _Comparisons were madg:between I/D, i/d,'.I/I+D,. iii+d; Sand, I/D8,9. Tive,410-' -15.

parity hetwgen the difect and indiredt. groups was greatest for,the I/D ratio -

indicating great differences between the groups in questioning and lecturing4..
behavior. (The indirect 'group used Aepercent of its time in questioning,
while the directsgroup used only 2 percent.)

.

,

Althopgh there was a difference'in the treatment.for the two groups
of students'a13 shown above, this diffgrencein treatment did not result its
significant differenced in the way students performed on'the biology post-

...test. %Scores for low level achievement, high level achievement,, and total
achievement proved to be nonsignificant. Becatse means 'Were not listed in 7:
the article; no judgment can be made concerning trends in the scores.

f

%
-

interpretations ..
.

e ....
'

.

''S

The authors of this relearch report concl ded thdt although two
methodologies were clearly delineated and fo "e0 be significantly
different, neither mettiod was more effective in terms of achievement. As .-'

a final segment Of this study, grand matrices produced in this study were
compared with those reported in the literature for otheregroups ofstudents. .

A comparison of scores among jqnior,.senior high,and college science

J .
instructors indicated that each level exhibits distinct interactive behavior.
Perhaps this is the reasoA why indirectness has been found to'be effective
at, the junior high level bait has not been found to be as clearly iiI4ted
at hisher,grade,levels. Other instrukents may be nek.ded to uncover varia-
nes related to teacher effectiveness at the college;level.

1

'ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

One of the majbr weaknesses ofstudie f teaching methodology is
failure'to,:monitor classroom procedures to assure that the teaching
strategy being'exanirmd.is properly.executed. An attempt was made in this-

.

study to prevent this flaw by videotaping a sample of -the instruction. In
addition, the researchers tried to carefully definenteacher-centered" and
"student - centered" instructors by, reporting their_I/D rAtios. This cer
tainly aids other researchers in replicating the study.

Another strength of this study that must be mentioned, is the-caretul
and mediodical-establishment of the validity and reliability of the

24
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:instruments used. /The,resePrchers,made everyeffort to,establish the
validity of the analysis of teacher behaviors ,from the videotapes by ' ....:

determining both the tonsistencyof the rater on, the same tape and the ..

correspondence of this r ting with that of others. Theachievement test
appeared to be carefully onstructed using a panel of instructors to Jude
suitability of the conten and a panel of experts to judge the cognitive

-) level and quality of the. st items.
,. ,..

Several aspects'of this study are not clear from the written report.
.

A. .

1. In the description of the'iample, it states thatthere were
204 students in eath group:, No mention is mee if these studenta
were randqinly assigned to the treatments or if they were equally

, diatributea among the six insttuctors. 'A more'cbmplete detIcrip-
tion of sample selection is necessary in order to determine
whether the investfiaufon is a true experimental study.

,

,

t 2. The researchers utilized a pre-'posttest design with an analysis
of Covariance to adjusit for.any ineq4Wties in the sample. No

It ,description is given o the pretest. Is it the same asdihe
posttest? If not, how Aoes it correlate with the posttest?

t;

o .
+

3, The article lacks sufficient tables for the reader to make
judgments about the outcome of the experiment. TWo tables are
included in the article but these do not list sample size, means,
oestandard deviations. It is not possible from the report to
tell whether the teacher-centered onstudent-centered instruc-
tion effected higher mean scores. The reader only knows that,
the differences werJ significant at (he 0.2 and 0.5 level.f

----Idil3

ecause of the inadequate;description of the sample,' lt is difficult
was perto determine whether the analysis of the data properly. It

werewou appear if six instructirs ere used in the stay that students, were
in small claisFoom groups of approximately 70 or.less student:I.\ (The size
of the group mhy be an, important variable that is not considered in this
'experiment.) The proper unit of snalysis.shouldbe the classroom if this
is the case, rather that thS indiviodual student.

4i factor that the authors did not discuss that may haVe accounted far
no significant differences between groups was the low number of hours that'
the instruction was monitored (five one-hour sessions); It may have been
possible that the instructors behaved in a certain manner while the class
was being,tapel that was not their usual style, and that there really was

H no great' difference among instructors. The study could have been strength-
ened by videotaping a larg'' number of.sessions and randomly' selecting fiye
hours from those taped. The description of the taping is insufficient to
the article to know if this was the case.

sr.

Finally,.the authors of this Study set out to determine, if there were
coeitive effects in teaching students using a teacherLcentered versus a
student-centered.approach. They found no differences.h biology achievement.
It may have been an int!re.ting addition to this study to check students'
attitudes toward biology in-using the two approaches, This finding maybe .

Jr of equal importance to .cognitive growth.
to
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,HOrn, Jerry G. "Risk- Taking in Explanation of !iological Events."
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 10_(4):341 -346, 1973.

'Descriptors - -Biplogy,,*Cognitive Processes, Educational Research,
'*Group Relatiods, *Individual Characteristics,'*Risk, Science
Education? Secoridary SchOol'Science, *Student Behavior 0

Expanded Abstract ant Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by David
,.R. Stronck, Washington State University.

Purpose-
'l'I

The puipose of this'ltvestigation waikto determine correlations
between six different circumstances and a% tisk-taking behaviors of *.

. biology students as they attempted to explain observed biological events.
The six differedt circumstances provide the following six questions t
96- 'tsidered by the study: (I) Do individuals differ intheir risk-taking
behaviors in relation to, their degree.tf achievment motivation? (2)
Do individuals acting as a group expreis more risk-taking explanations
than members of the group acting separately? (3) Is there a shift
toward more risk-taking explanations by individuals after.participating
in a small group dismission? (4) Do discdssion groups formed on the
basis of similar or.dissimilar ,degree of achievement motivation exhibit

'_.: greater risk-taking behaviors than'theifidividuals of the group acting
separailly?: (5) Do individuals and'groups exhibit greater risk-taking'
behaviors in explanation of situations' that are open to argument ai
compared to those that are not (exiAanation'Unkriown vs. explanation
known)? (6) Is there a correlation between risk- taking and the .

ind 'Ividual's IQ or sex?
o

10.`

:In this study "risk -taking",is defined by the presence of the
following behaviOrs:' (a) exhibitiOn of extremity and confidence of
judgment in situations where greater extremity affords th possibility
of'greater magnitude'of error; '(b) free participation in isc on by
expressing his or her op4ions, feelings and/or criticis reg., --less

, of the presence of peers and/or authority; (c) willingness try new .

_approaches:it explanation of observed events. 4
4.' '. ... *.. .

r
' "AchieVement motivation" is definea'as the'sttiving of an.individual

to achieve acadetui, success, as measured by opitionstand self-reported
activities recorded in ihe Achievement Motivation Test.^.This test was 1

a modification of the cab reported, by Russell (4). The 'Hoyt reliability,
4Xf-the-modified.folk was -.0.62 and the test-retest reliability over a :
two-moth period was.0.83.- Students were placed.in the' category of "high %

schievemen motivated" *het they were l. the7top one-third of the total ,
s

sample or,ha cores equal to or greater than the raw scofecloses; to
*1 the 46 2/3 perc tile on the Achievemeht Motivation Test:.: The Pategory

zo
. . of "low achievement motivated" was for stud in the bottom one, -third

10 of the total sample or scoring equal to or 1 than the raw score Vii

closest to the 33.143 percentile on the'AchieVementliOtivatibd Teat.

.

_ ...

The "biOlOgical eventr'observed.iti this study was one 'd£ the two 0
sequences In the film, Elephant Seals, prepared..by the Bioloaical:Splences

44,
,

0
, . , ,,,:. .
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Curriculum Study.' These,sequeaces allow two male seep 4 physical
conflict and the reaction of one seal to the record& sounds of
another seal.

Rationale
N .11

A cooperative project of the d-Continent Regional Educational
-Laboratory (McREL) and the Biologi 1 Science Curriculum Study (BSCS)
identified behaviors related to inquiry. *One of these behaviors is k

,risk-taking. The literature of psychological research defines risk-
taking-as a person's wAlingnessta gamble for extrinsic rewards in

",-games of cgance. Nevertheless, theprojeat by McREL and BSCS defines
risk-taking in terms of a person's willingness to express opinions in
clai's'discussions regardless of the presence bf,authorAy and possible.
criticism. This latyer type of risk-taking is needed to allow class.
discussions of biological eventsto become inquiry lessons: This study'.
seeks to identify the circumstances which tend to promote increased
"Atisk-taking and therefore .more fruitful inquiry.lessons.

.

Research Desigryand Procedure
.

This study does not have an experimental design. The researcher
did not attempt to Change theibehaviors of students but'rather to iden-
tify'correlations between the behavior of.risk-taking and, various
circumstances:, Two different measures Of risk-taking were used in this
study: the Extremity-Conftderice of Hypothesis Test aAd the Risk-Taking
Veibal Observation Scale. The reliabiliity of*the Extremity-Confidence
ol,Hypothesis Test was 'found to be O. using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy
Formula. The Risk-Taking Verbal Obsekvation Scale had its reliability
estimated by the coriststencyof categorization as Arggested by Cronbach
41). On a sample of 42 statements, all observers agreed a*84 percent
of the ftems; two-thirds agreed on the remainingi_percent of the
items.

.

The subjecA for this study were members of six high school biology
classes- that were randomly. selected from a large city school district.

Alf.of the students were using thStextbook BSCS, Green Version, and
were in "regular" biology classes, as opposed to accelerated or remedial
type courses. The mean age `of' the total sample(160,males and 156
'.females) was 16;2 years._ Their mead IQ was 109.39 with A standard devi-
ation of 11.90. . -

I, / .

-

The subjects were sawn the film, Elephant Seals. Two scenes in
the film were used by the researcher as the primary focus for obtaining
the.students' responses. 13)6 random procedures, the subjects were assigned
by classes to two knowledge conditions of the status pf the information. .

One group was told that information was known about the behavicirs or
events they. obsery-ed. 'The-other group was told that the knowledge con-
dition was unknown and therefore ;heir opinions or interpretations would
not be contradicted.' ; '"

. .

.
Che:Eibiremity-Confidence of Hypothes4 Test was administered to

eachetude51.11. On the basis of their-scOres on the AdhirmeneMotivatioA
, .

J
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" Test, the students were assigned to ene of threeodifferent types of
discustion groups: like-zhigh, like) -low, or unlike. One judge per group
using the Risk-Taking Verbal Obseriration Scale observed the'students
during a likidlite discussion of the two dc a . 'Aethe end of the
discussion period, the group completed a cond copy of the Extremity -

INConfidence orgypothesis Test that ga the group's decision. Then the
groups were disbanded. A thirt admi istration of the Extremity-Confidence
of Hypothesis Test again requeited the'individual's responses. This test
was,used to measure individuals twice and groups once.

The dependent variable of risk-taking (as measured by the Extremity-
Confidence of Hypothesis Test and the Risk-Taking Verbal Observation.
Scale) was analyzed within fractorial designs: (1) 2 X 2, awl' (2) 2 X 3.
The 2 X 2 factotial design consisted of two levels of achievement motive-

lition and two levels of statui.oilformation and a three-level variable
according to the grouping for discussion by (1) like-high, (2) like-low,

4 and, (3) unlike.

To increase the possibility of rejecting the null hypotheses, the
'0.1O level of significance was.chosen. Various statistical. analyses. were
performed to reco significant differendes between means and correla-7
tion coefficients.

Findings

In this study the Extremity-Confidence of Hypothesis Test failbd ,

to measure, any significant differences. Neveitheless, ther,4aiaking
qibal_Observation Seale uncovered some significant difio \?nces. For
example, the Tisk -taking.inOolved in verbal discourse by individuals was
affected btk differential knotqledge of the-information. It was concluded
that when the information or explanation concerning a biological event' is
said to beunknown or umexplained, individuals tend to exhibit greater
risk in regardto verbal discourse as pfposed to individuals who are,
tole that the event hls been explained.

Another conclusion is that the grouping arrangement for discussion 1
does affect risk-taking by the group in #erbal discourse] It was found
that groups like-high and'-unlike both are significantly greater in risk- -
taking than like-low. Like-high did n, differ from unlike. Because,
individuals did not differ under the same-cond-tekons, it is evident that
the group's composition daes,influence risk-taking. ,

Based'on the correlational analyses, it is concluded that 'risk -

A -taking is not a function of the sex of the individual. Risk- taking in
verbal discourse is only slightly, but significantly, positively correlated
with '.the IQ of individuals.

Interpretations

There was no significant difference found between individuals* and .

groups in'Tisk -taking as measured by the Extremity- Confidence of- Hypothesis
Test. This test under-the sonditions,of this study laCked,the power of

&
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'a ably exist. Research studies, expe
(5, 0 have consistently' reported groups

an in.ividuals. They explained these outcomes .

ibility among the group members.

cially

The Risk-Taking Verbal Observation Scale detected significant
differences by which dmt-taking involved in verbal'discourse increased
under the following circumstances: (l)' when the informatiop or.explana-

, tion concerning a biological event is said to be unknown or unexplained,
(2) when the students with High scores on the Achievement Motivation Test
are gtoupedtogethei or0mixed with -other students, and (3). when the stu-
dents'have higher IQ scores. These conclusions are not sufficient to
establish the nature of risk - taking,, that is, whether it is a general
-trait or a multi-dimerisional trait.

-
ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The researcher early recognized the study of risk-taking in the
literature of psychology. He'attempted to'pioneer science education
research in the consideration of risk- taking. His inspiration for
formulating the ,study.was based on the suggestion derived from Inquiry.
Objectives 'in the Teaching of Biology, ,,ypnition Paper of the Mid-Continent
Regional Educational Laboratory and Biological Sciences CurriculUin Study (3).

to

Unfottunately the use of tile term "risk-taking"'by_.this Position
Paler significantly differs from that found in the`iirrature of psycho-
logidal research. While the psychologists have focased their attention
upon the motivations foi, taking risks, this study provided-significant
data only in terms"of the willingness to express opinions in verbal
discourse. Because all of the students involved in this-study were
approximately 16 years of age, the behavior of these)teenagers in ve bal

4,Ct

discpurse mustbe interpreted in the context of adolescent pfycholo '.

Typically these teenagers ate very conscious of their social interac Jona
with their peers.. This study identified some of the traits of individu-
al& who'are mpre.aggrdssive in expressing their opinions in verbal
discourse.. The abstractor recognizes that this behavior is helpful in
performing an inquiry lesson with a BSCS'film. But the abstractor sus-
pects that the original concept of "risk-taking" as described by the
literature,of psychoi '1 research mai, suggest more profound inaight&
into science education

,

.
,.

,..,

Thomas S. Kuhn, in hfebook The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(2), observed: "Bringing a normal research problem to a conclusidh is
achieving the antfcipatetin a new way, and it requiPes the solution of
all sorfs of complex instil Mental, conceptual, and mathematical puzzles.

, The 60 who succeeds proves himself an expert puzzle-solver, and' he
challenge of the puzzleis an important part of what usually drives him
on." Probably the motivation, 6f scientists should be analyzed in terms
of their willingness to risk their enegies for the possible solution of
a scisailfic puzzle.. Many teenagers have generously dedicated their
efforts to ascienge fair project or a research topic for a science.
talent search. This behavior seems to be associated with "risk-taking"
as defined in tfe literature of psychological research,-that is, a .

A \r,
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willingness to gamble for extrinsic rewards in games of chance. It seems
less with "risk-taking" as defined by the McREL acid BSCS
Positi Paper, that is, a willingness to express one's opinions, feel-
Jags, or criticisms regardless of'the presence of authority and a ,

willingness to participate freely in glass discussions.

Thee abstractor suggests that a veri important problem for science
education research is the,identification of the circumstance§ which

.

favor risk-taking, that is, the willingness tb. seek the fution to an
r' involved scientific,puzzle.- ;Unfortunately there may be on a weak

relationshiR between this type of risk- -taking and the willi guess to
interpret in verbal discourse the behavior ofElephant Sealt after view-.

ing a film for a few minutes The-discussion. period of ten minutes may t
have been tophrief to'allaw same thoughtful students to express their
insights. The social dynamics required in 'verbal discourse may have .

obscured the more profound question concerning the student's willingness
to take the risk of a scientific investigation.

The_suUjects were reqbested to interpretlffg'behavior of Elephant
.Seals. Whia topic is hot-typical of those considered in a high schdol ,

biology lass. The behavior of the seals' can be related to human psyr
. chology and.sociology. Certainly'the subjects who were Midwestern _

teenagers were unfamiliar with observing eiher bhe behavior of Elephant
.

Seals or similar animals. Perhaim a better,topic would have been one of
plant physiblogy, that is, a opic which could relate to students'
previous observations but w ch does not overlap with the human social
sciences. The exclusive use of the film, Elephant Seals, raiAes some
important questions on the validitry of thiZ'study. .A mare typical
biology topic might have generated significantly different resbonses

. ./ '4,0'from the subjects. -. 4*

.4%
NI'

'
1

The researcher was unable to discover any significant differences
by using the Extremity-Confidence of Hypothesis Test. -This conclusion
could ha'e beep anticipated by noting-that the reliability of this test

,is only 0.60.. MbredVer each subject was required to complete the same
test three,times within a relatively short'period,of time. Probably
the teenagers in this study tended to repeat their_pfAnses by memory
when'they were asked to complete the test for the second and thirdtime.
The abstraCtor does not anticipate that this test used with the procedures
Of 'this study wilt provide significant differences although the topic

.and subjects may be changed. ..

4.4

.

The current state of research on defining "risk - taking" ; science
educka5,,remains embryonic. The researcher, recommends "the replication_
of this study using.an instrument for extremity-confidence of judgment
and larger sample sizes, especially for group gate, that would provide
greater power for detecting a difference:" The abstractor recommends
that future studies oh9mtd move in a different dir#ction. 'The emphasis,
upon verbal discourae'should be replaced by an emphasis upon the selec-
tion of ripen -ended laboratory experimentation. 'This latter pmphasis,

. will clearly relate risk-taking to the.most;important probesses of
,

science, e.g., gathering data to"pport an hypothesis. ,The scientikiC
topics considered should he-of, the type which can be investigated in a
typical high sqlool laboratory. The appropriate tests foe-measuring
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the studepesl,performances should consider not only the willingness to
genei'atihyprotheees but also the formulation of reasbnahle,procedures
for gathiiiing data which maY be relevAnttO supporting the hypotheses.
Such recommended studies may provide information" on the circumstances
which encouragesaslolespente to -do sdience; that.is, to take risks of
thesiame type as those selected by professional scientists.
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for Z.S.E. by Hans
0. Anderson, Iridiana Univeisity-Bloomington. .

tit

Purpose
.

.

ihe'first urliose of this study was to'construct and validate an

2/41

.,
instrument fo ..determining children's science- interests. 'Second, this
instrument w used to compare science interest's of selected-students
in grades four and six from two schools utilizing efferent methods of

. science instruction. Four null. hypotheses were tested:
.

. .
. .

1. There is no significant difference e in the science interest-
categories of children enrolled in the ".Process Approach"
science curriculum and those enrolled in classrooms where
the "Process Approach"odoeg.not exist.

.
.

2.*Thereis no significant difference among the science interest
categories of children enrolled at the fourth and sixth gr
levels.

3. There exists no significant difference in the science interest.
categories between boys and girls.

4. There exists no significant difference in the science interest
categories between Negro and Caucasian children:,

Rationale

.-

The authors noted that pupil interest is recognized as a main
factor influencing learning. Curriculum developers and teachers planning
classroom science experiences continually strive to develop experiences
that will be interesting to students. Therefore, it follows that
identification of Atudent interests and of the potential effects of
selected variables is necessary; ark that valid and reliabl, instrument's
are needed for this purpose. The authors extend their rationale by
pointing out the impo,rtAnce of determining whether certain selected
variables differenti4lly relate to interest.

.4k

Research Design and Procedure

Thestudy involved instrument development? validation, and
hypotheses testing.

.
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Instrument Development
..,, ,. ._4 __.

The What I Like to Do Science Inventory is a forced choice
instrument composed of 36 Pairs oitems whICh permit respodding
.students to select most inteteit,ing statements from a-nine-category
;cIassifitation system. Each'itim is matched against each possible
Choice, forming,36 pair choices. 'Thee authors developed, the instrument;
and it was administered to a gopuIalion of 100 fourth add sixth graders
to obtain estimates of, the instrument's reliability' and

-

.

i ,

Two'nethods of establishing reliability were employed., First, all
of-the "A" statements from each of the "A-B" pairs obi worm A were
tallied and compared with the nuiper of "A's" Aliesen on Form B. This
yielded an overall coefficipnt of correlation111160. Scond, a ranks

in!difference'correlation of each child's responses al Fo. A and Form B
was calculated; The "A -B" correlations ranged from ,a low of .63 to a
high of 1.0 with a median of .917 and a mean of .908/.

k
.

The validity of the instrument was tested by correlating the,
children's interest as measured by the instrument with-the parents'
statements of what they thought would be their child's interest. The
authors indicate that 39 out-of 48 participating sets of parents .'

indicated agrehment with their respective childien. The authors reported,
achi swam,-value significant beyond the .001 level. The authors con-
eluded that they had developed a reliable and valid rating scale. .-

7

Hypotheses Tdsting,'
I

In part two of the study, the'four hypothdaeS were tested to
,determine if the variables of curriculum, sex, grade level, and race
.were discriminating actors among these interests. The analysia of
the data included the Multivariate Analysii of Vtriance (MANOVA) which
provided tests for the overall effects of each design factor through a
series of two-..way class ications. The design used, was ajactorial
analysis of varianc

.,

Findings

The investigators reported the follawinefindings: (Part 'II.
only.)

1. There were significant differences in interest tWat could be
attributed to curriculum, grade level and sex.

2. There were no significant interest differences that could be-
= attributed to race.

The specific nature of these ifferences is summarized in this
table extracted from the'article.

0
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TABLE III
.

Correlations between Discriminant Functions
and Original -Variables

Scrence Areas

./....1..W..

14

Curriculum* Grade* Sex*

1. Rocks and Soils 72- .215 .501** -. 44 3** (i)
2. Earth and Space ,* .042 .402** .396**(i)

.3. Light. / '. -.4490* 1.016 -.102'
4. Heat -.540** -.330 .109
5. 'Sound , .211 =.100 -.434**(i)

. /

.,

6'. Electricity and Magnetism -, 71p -.547**(i) .274**(i)
7. Livipg Matter .5 1* .314 ' -.241**
8. Matter and its Changes -.288 .000 ' -.046
9. Air and Water _ .430*(i) ' -.2,27 -.521**(i)

:*Curxiculnh; (-): 6ttgrade predominance,' (+): Non-AAAS.
.Sex: 4( =) Female Predothinance, (+) Male. Entries not marked
negative:.( -) are considered positive t +).

**Indicates that the effect for this variableyas'significant
at the .01 level, based on the univariate ANGVA's:' (i) lndl-
cates that ihe.effeat for this variable was significant at-
the .01 level due to interaction with another factor, and
that interpretatifms of -main, effects shotild be done with
caution, if at all.

Interpretations

Curriculum; grade level,4and sex were found to significantly and
differentiallyaffect student interest as measured by the investigations
instrument- -the What I Like to Do Science- o . Race did not
appear to either significanly or differtntially affect stu ent interests
as measured. Interest differences among children were measurable,. and
interests were found to.- relate to identifiable factors.

teBSTRACTQR'SANALYSI4

As Ralph Tyler (2) stated so economically, "Interest is the point-
of ,departure." An interested .child can overcome' all sortsiof barriers %.

to learning! An'uninterested child may not even try. Then on the
practical side, teachers arefrequently heard saying, "He's not
interested invanything," or, "How 6ap I get him interested?" Interest
is certainly the point of departure and we really know very little
about the .real interests of Children., Hence,Ithis research was conducttd
(in 1968) in an arena that was, and continues-to be, a significant line.
of research. At.least, it is significant to those curriculum developers
willing to bend the curriculum to meet,the child.

The investigators,'like all those involved in test development, were'
faced with the challenge of attempting to establighlastrument Validity.

33
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Reliability ib a relatively easy, almost concrete c#ncept. Validity
can only be hypothesized. In this study the investigators chose a
standard approach to' establishing validity. They asked parents to
indicate the interest of their child and correlated this with the

/child's test score. Admittedly, parents should know the interests of
their children, or ~at least be able to rank interest preference
given choice's. But, is that.really the case? My.childr av on -

vinced me. that if I'm not dead wrong about tieir interests, I'm at
least but of date. Bdt certainly, parenti are probably better predictors

Cs, than some outside agents. 41

It's always,easier to correct somebody else's study (frequentlya

because you are not aware of necessary compromises) andIt's always
advantageous to get in the last word'because ihrougVlistening you can
take advantage of andfttilize all the good thinking preceding yOurs.
The validity established in this study thrbugh reliability studies and

. correlating parent opinion of their child's interest kOMpressive.
But, would it nat be nice if the.investigatorscould have established
predictive validity -- validity estimates that woad permit us to predict

.----

that child7"i" would be.interested in "r activity l%

, .

In my beginning sentence I .quoted Tyler--"Interest is the point
of%departure," which in thiN case seems molt appropriate. The investi-
gators obviously are ofczsimilar ilk! Would it not have been useful to
set up a curriculum cafeteria in-which they could have obairved the
child,to determine predictive validity? Child"S" is interested in "I,
type activyy as measured by-the Science Interest Inventory, and,'when
gixen the opportunity in a free setting, he pursues a "Y" type activity.

.
.. .

`Predict lidity is one point. Another is the facto(rs studied-- .

sex, curriculu , ge, and race. The study was conducted ing967 and it
is already ten years later. If- ere replicate tfilsfitud§ I would
probably not look at any of the variables m oned (partly, because 7
read this article). -The major thesis is student interest andthe
ass rn

4
tion is that interest generates task orientation and /eaings

Thin #for a moment-abott the curriculum- -the stuff we think we ought

1/

to teach. What are its Interest dimensions? Whit. is it that ill.
a interest students? Where and what are the appropriate points' f

departure? Examine briefly the following model.

34-



The dimensions outlined can be viewed as significant dimensions for
t14 study of science or, for.that-matter, any discipline. Each,-lobe
representi a significant_dimension of study. Each lobe may be a crude
representation -Of the interest orientation of students. 7 -

Two significant points to remember that were demonstrated in the
.study are diet curriculUm and the sex of students influence student
interest. An extension of,this research that would examine student
interest in Tespect,to other models could be most useful, particularly
if the findings would then be used to develop a variety. of curricula.

The model4suggested above is patterned after e model used by
Allphrt, Vernon, and Lindzey in their 1031 Study f Values (1). It ice'
suggested because the Content model used in this study may not provide
much guidance to curriculuffi developers. It is unlikely that many
children have inherent content prientations. But, children sad adults
are found to be oriented toward 'the types of activities inferred by
this value-oriented model.

c-

1. Alpott, Vernon, Lindzey,
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Peterson, Rita and Lawrence Lowery. "The Use, of Motor:Activity as an

Index of Curiosity in Children." Journal of Research in Science
'teaching, 9(3):193-199, 19,72.

Descriptors--*Behairior, *Curiosity; Epementary School Students,
*Motor ReadtronC,IRacial Differences,'Rating_Scales, *Research
Techniques, Student Characteristic4,

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared thpeciallx for I.S.E. by'Ann C.
Howe, Syracuse University.

Purpoge

The purpose was to investigate curiosity. in children of elementary
school age by (a) comparing children byfage, sex, and race on a measure
of curiosity based on motor activity and (b) comparing scores on the
motor activity measure with scores on a verbal measure with teacher
ratings: ,

Rationale

The investigators believe that one.goal of science education should
be to preserve and nurture curiosity and that ,a broader understanding
of children's curiosity will be useful in attaining that goal.

A majorotssumption underlying.the study was that curiosity in
children may be,measured by the number and kind of motor resporises
directed toward4/bjects. In hhmanseicuriosity has ,been measured prii-
marily through the use of verbal and xepreientational -means; in animals
and very young childreicuri6sity has been measured, of necessity, by
the observation 7)f explaatory,behavior or motor respopsetoobjects
and events. The exploratory behavior of-older children has been studied
by several investigators, including the authors of this Paper who had
previously developed a scale for classifying "curiosity behavior" of
first grade children. This paper is a report of the use of that scale
with another sample of Children: r

Research Design and Procedure I

Sample. Children in four 'intact classes, one each of kinde garten,
second, fourth, and sixth grade, participated in the study. For lasses
with an enrollment below 30, additional chiidren were chosen, bringing
the total number-to 120 children. The children weret fairly-evenly
divided between male and, female, black and non-black.

Procedure.. Children were informed that they would be interviewed
but were told that they might _deco de to participate. (Two children
declined.) -Tact child was tol upon arriving for the interview that
there would be a short delay, until the interviewer finished some paper

,ask: During this time an assortment of objects, including books and
a small animal in a cage was available in the room. All motor activity

4
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"te t
directed toward the objects and all questions asked during the 10-
minute period were recorded. An interview followed. - t.

Measures. Three measures curiosity wereorsed. (1).Curiosidr.
'Index of Motor Activity ZCIMA). otor responses directed toward objects
in the 10-minute period described above were.categorized according to
whether the child approached, manipulated, orreorganize,d the object(s).
(2) Curiosity IndexYof Verba Behavior (CIVA). The number of unsolicited
qupptions asked by .each child, excluding repetitious and procedural
cidestions, was treated as a taw,Score. :(3) Tea *r Rating scale (1).
Bach child was ramked by hig ow6 teacher accordidg to a set.of instruc-%
!tions developed elsewhere.

A
Analysis of Data. (1) CIMA (motor) stores were subjec1ted to analysW

of variance,, using. age, sex, and racial7ethnic origin as independent
variables. (2). A t-test was performed on the.CIVA (verbal) score means -

of high-CIMA scorers as against low-CIMA scorers. (3) ThOoStearniah,Rdals_z_
Correlation &efficient was used to compare CIMA scores of those kinder-
garten children who,adked questions. (4) The Spearman Rank Correlation
Coefficient wads used to'compare CIMA scores with Teacher Rating's for
each grade level. (5) A t-test was performed-on C;VA (verbal) score
means'of children who were high (above the'mean)" on.Teacher Rating as
againstchildren who were low (below,the mean) on Teacher Rating.

11111111M1111==W

Findings

,The 'authors import the following findings:

LI. Black children shoWed a greater-amount.orcurioaYty dxpressed
as motor response than-non-black.chil4ren.

2. Curiosity increased for, black males and decreased for non-black
males from kindergarten through sixth grade. There was no
corresponding diffivence for females.

3. Curiosity was not related teage or sex except as noted

4. "There was a negative correlation between curiosity expressed
as motor activity and curiosity expressed as verbal activity.

5. No association was found between curiosity expressed as moor
activity and the teacher rating of curiosity.

6. Children who were ranked higher in curiosity by teachers asked
4more'questions (i.e., had a higher IVA score) than those who
were ranked law by"teaChesa.

.Interpretations

The investiga rao.note that curiosity
is stable throughout the age range studied
should be encouraged through the provision

as expressed by motor response
and suggest that curios y
of materials and time fo

A
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exploration during the years spent in eleme school. They speculate
on possible factors which might exPlaAn the fference in behaviors
between black and'non-black boys anrstogest several possibilities for
further stuffy.

' The negative correlation between question-asking and motor response
to, objects was discussed. The authors ,suggest that perhaps teachers
take d'positive view of curiosity expressed verbally but that they take
negative view of curiosity expressed as motor activity. ThUd, children
ho ,k. many questiond may receive - a high ranking on curiosity but

ren who,apprbach, manipulate and rearrange obiecti'in the class-
- room are viewed negatively or ignored.
.(

ABSTRACTOR'S- ANALYSIS ,

This article raises several interesting questions-and draws attention

to a dimension of children's behavior which is often alluded to but 1m%.* "Is

bsign infrequently studied by educati researchers. thesstudy should
serve, its readers by stimulating th o redefine.ouriosity, to recog-,
nine it when they.see it, and toibe sensitive tcrthe Various fOrml' it ., ....

may take., Small children who ask "Whyrll'at every turn are usually 7
thought to "have; -curiosity" but the child Pito sits, quiet and,
unnoticed, While h lores grandma's handbag is apt to be told that
he is,naughty. This paper makes us ask whether theachers are reacting p
CO their pupils in the sane way. bo teachers assume that all "whyr' ..

questions are signs of curiosity whileexplostatory behavior is mis-
ehavior? Or do they recognizetthat-"why?': questions may be only an
e- y way to distract the teacher and "why do we ha4e.to do this?" is 410

3. 0OD e oftep.a. .complaint than} a show of curiosity? ..'
.4.

.. ,I. -
,

lthough interesting questrohs are raised, twosignificant.
omits ns weaken -the paper' first omission isasufficient detail' .

, 0,,
perta ing to the measures emplibyed. Niafte'of the measures isqesbribed
well non h for the resat to make a, jaggy ent 110 tio. its reasonab ss'.

iu they case- of little- owner
'''

,,

n--. .
-411

led .to more information.' In
,

design and testing of
ate not expected, but one

'--: eds to know more-,than is given here. For example, how were the three

;fferent levOls of turiosity'weighpld in air-Oink At dheCIMA score? '

the number of questionalskedoning the X61-mluiltftwaiting period
used as the CIVA score or were unsolicitea'queltiohs-asted during .the

.. -
interview? What were teachers asked toinasider in ranking children?
These and other unanswered questions make it diffici4t to judge the,
significance of data gathered with the instruments. -

.., --..,
.

.7_,_. .,

\The second omission is, simply, the data. Where are themean
,

SI

scores on the LIMA of the groups by class,sex, and race? How muth did' -

the black males' exploratory behavior, increase and how muchdid the ..'-

other boys' exploratory behavic&decreklase? 'These data are 'essential .'"
'to our understanding pf the study. When 'these data are proVided, any-
one who is interested may verify the results by analyzing the data 'as
the.authors did or in other wai; without these data the reader has no

- .

ij

t

Pre#Ious 'blitations are referehted, bu
sums of this kind the reader is.enti
essentially exploratory study rigoro

nstritments for validity and reliabilit

4
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way to judge the validity of the conclusions drawn. Thy data given
-

in the two tablep sh)-not make up for thi§omibsion.- Graphs showing
chaaes from one grade to the next would have been iartit'ularly helpful.

In assesding4he significance of-the negaLive correlation between
- teacher ratings of curiosity and motor behavior, coupled with the posi-

tive relationship between teacher ratings.dt curiosity and verbal
,(question- asking) behavior, it is well to bear in mirtd that theteachers'
ratings were global judgments and that the CIMA and CIVA scores were
'measures of specific behavior in a short time period. Nevertheless,
these ,fititkings ise interesting questions -alagut teachers'.pprceptione
and possible 'judgments of children'i motor and verbal responses ,
in the elks ro ./61t the there' appears to- be some confusion
or lack of consensus as to what constitutes'curiosity.

This study should b seen as an,...etploration into an area which tag
'. interesting implicati or-the theory and practiee of science to

in the elementary school We are inpbted to thempthors for expl
a novel area and.for raising interesting questionir #.
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Simmons, Jack and Williath Esler. "Inver gating the Attitudes Toward
."

Science Fostered by the Procesi A6 ach Program.:. School Science
and Mathematics, 72(7):633636, 1972..:

40 Descriptors -- *Attitudes, *Discovery Processes, *EducatiOal-
Research, Elementary Oracles, ,Elementary School Wenc4, *InSttruc-

4

ti8n, *Student Attitudes, Student Characteristeg
tsf

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by David
P. Butts, The University of Georgia.

/

Purple

' This study was
influences students

=

Rationale

.Toludge the value of a curriculum, a t
cognitive and affectiV4*out&mes are usually associated with that
curriculum:' Much study has been giVen to cognitive achieveme4 out
buprelatively sparse information is available on affective autcames

signed-to investigate how, the science curriculum'
attitudes.

I

44v

er needs to know what

comes
.

411
Research Design and Procedure

'

cif

tt-7-

"41
°

. A ode-shot post 'test design was used in which data from intact
grade_classestwere gathered on'two.dependnt pleasures.

1.

J404

X 0
A , 1

)C. 0, .

B 2,6 .

s where
.

,
'.

, .
,

fAis "Process.AppTaachAnetruction:with.l3/ 'students

X.B 4s "Textbook O riented". instructiofirwith an unaefined,
_numbelpmf, students ., ,:ilk

*.eIV ,

01 and 02 include student preference on
a 21-item attitude sc.ale

_ , .......,-..
,

.

r
. v

Percentaged of students', responses were tabolitted for
: .

.
.

school subjects And

,

-

pampa icon

Findings

j

Based on tomparisoni;tf percenipUges of students ' responses from '.
-the two groups,othe.authors Concluded that the "Process Approach"had a
more pbsitive influence on student attitudes than the "Textlgok Otiientia
approach. - '

. - ^
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This brief' report of an.importantarea of stay reads very wel1.41.16
The authors have provided a straightforward presentation of a research-
able question, a design for its study,iand conclusion. The introduction

the study could have been strengthened by .coupling theiriquestions
to a rationale fiom previous research as to why it is reasonable -to
expect students' _preference for sclence,,or their attitudes toward
science) to be influenced by thecurriculum.

The desigd of the study offered an _opportunity to explore possible
,

relationships between tmportant.variables.' However, the authors appear
to believe that_"exposdre to the Process Approddh" can be equated as a
definable treatment or independent Variable. Both a description of the
independent variables and the estimates of lealidity that the fko groups
("Process Approach" and "Textbook Oriented") were indeed different are .

missing from the repOrt. While the authors do indeed select their
sample to'include an independent variable of "number of years exposure,"
the .data analysis does Aot seem to have included alternatives to how
"years in'program" relates tottitude outcomes.

Two dependent,varidAes-are identified but credibility of the
findings of the study is suigtantially reduced due to the absesee of
any reported validity or re ability estimates for either procedure.

': The question of this study leads the reader to expect an exploratory
',or correlational study to identify possible relationships.' The
tation of findings as desgriptiqn of percentages provides the re

dwitti no answer to the question of the study. The authors seem to -con-
clude that a higher percentage' response (23 precent vs. 19 pertent) or
(79 percent vs..,;,49 percent, between two undefined independent variables

means ilikarie is Proven more effective in influencing student attitudes
. than the other. White we might believe that to be-true andhave an .

adequate experience base to provide'support for our belief, no evidence
`is presented in this reportthatcanbe used to influence our previous4,y
IlebrconclusionsA

S.

, .
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Holliday, Willis G. "The Effects of Verbal and Adjunct Pivtorial-Verbal
Infornation in( Science Instruction." Journal of Research in Science
,Teaching, 12(1):77-83, 1975.

Descriptors--Biology, Educational Research, Instruction, *Le#ning
Proceises, *Measurement, *Pictorial Stimuli, Science Education,
Secondary Education, *Secondary SchOol Science,- *Verbal teaming'

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Pr erred Especially for I.S.E. by Robeit H.
Evans and Ronald D. Anderson, Uni ersity of Colorado:

Purpose
4,

The purpose.of this study was to determine whether, on a non-pictorial
criterion test, biologyiStudents using verbal text materials with supple-
irtary line drawings would outperform students using only verbal texts.

Rationale-
.

The author's analysis of the literature produces little support for the.,
ommonbeLief that text material supplemented, with pictures increasesiverbbl.
learning..lihis,conclusien is tempered when the various categories of-upic-
tures":auch as-maps are included and when the criterion is, pictorial rather
than verbal. The author views most available research on the effectiveness
of instructional pictures as either out of date, methodologically inade-,

. quate, or ungeneralizable.
4

. 1000attention hypothesis and subsequenCl earniiig processes proposed by
k. C. Anderson-serve as the theoretical basis for this research.. Specifi-
cally, thete processes which the author,relates to the experimental treatment,
materials are:

6,
1. hoticinglishe stimulus

0, 2. encoding or processing the stimulus in a "Meaningful" way
3. generating linkages between cues and responses,

4 r

`Research Design and Procedure
i

. l

Eighty randomly selected tenth-grade general biology students from_ two
Calgary, Alberta high schools were randomly assigned to two instructional
treatments. The seven classes from which' the studentd were drawntgenerally,.
Were made up of students from the upper two-thirds of their grade level.

The first instructionaltreatment-consisted of a 23-Jpage verbal
descri ion of the elffects.of a plant growth hormone on steni.and root growth..
The of treatmentsused.the same verbal description plus block line draw-
ings h ng adjacent verbal descriptions of each drawing and, in some cases,
verbal labels.

...
.

,
,

S.

A verbal 30-item multiple choice Alt using 12 Aperimental,situations
-based on the learning materialswasdeOgned as the criterion test. In an
attempt to motivate students, both groups were told th their test perfpr-
mance was related totheir ability to understand science material.

45
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A One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to test the difference'
, between. the treatment groups on the criterion measure.

Findings

. -

The ANOVA yielded a,
of the students whohad the
The criterion test showed a

Interpretations

A

ficant difference at the .05 level in favor
instructional materials with text plus pictures.
Cronbach's Alpha of .86.

r.

The author carefully concludes that this specific kind of picture and
teat combQation can significantly facilitate one form of verbal.comprehen-.

Psion. This finding is contrary to.the'generalizatihns of much research.
Heirecommendsthat the theoreticAl foundations'oethis study be used as the

..... .

basis for further research. .

40

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study provides a fresh and apparently useful theoretical basis
for future research into multi-media system components in science. Speci-
fically, the utilization of R. C. Anderson's learning process model is an
important conFeptual asset.

Even though the author piovides A theoretical basis for the educational
process beinstudied, the study is difficult.to place within a context of
relAted studies in this'area. This difficulty is largely'due to the lack
of a conceptual framework within which the'laany studies in'this area can be
organized. While the author does a better job than most researchers of '
reviewing the past research, a %/bid exists which is not filled by any of the
past work cited or bx the conceptual framework which .he attempts to develop.

Few as pects.of a research study are -es likely to be given shoreshrift,
'yet pray such gh important role, as the review-Of previous research. Empiri-
cal research,is a public and incremental process. The. results are published ,

where" they are open to anyone interested. This public process is incre-
mental in that the exteht research becomes the basis for determining.an
lipprop'riate focus fork- future research.

For past research to provide this foun dation for future research, it-
must be synthesized into a meaningful conceptual framework. The pubsequent
research, in turn, should contribute to the knowledge organized within this '''

conceptual framework.

The lack of 'a meaningful conceptual,4framework'is a Seriaps difficulty
in dealing with the previous research in the area under consideration here. :
Without this needed synthesis cin contrast to a simple compilation) of past y

0' research results, it is difficult to determine ;if Oe'study under consider-
- ation does indeed address a significant. question or produce results that

. add to our understanding of the area.
t .

The basic )ifficulty with the reviews cited-isthe failure to deal with
this research" in specific and detailed enough terms. For example,the

e
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4
simple presence or absence of visual stimuli is too broad a questiod for a
study to,address with substantial hope of advancing knowledge:in .the field.

The effectiveness of the visual stimuli may depend upon the purpose it
serves (e.g., advance organizer vs.' adjunct to the entire text; -or cue vs.
reinfarcer), the nature of the content stage of intellectual
development, sex), -or the criterion variabfe. These factors ire not pre-
sented here as "the" list of items which should be studied, but simply to
.illustrate the type of factors which should be considered.

,.

An effective review in this area should synthesize the past research
in a manner which considers such factors and integrates the results into a

- donciptual am
future r

'whichwhich o
and it

The abse
&afield
or made

with the potential of giving meaning to the extant and
earth in the field. .It Should provide a means for detIrmining

the various factors hale been important in the previous research
hus should pillitde a basis for identifying promising future research.

c of the desired conceptual 'framework for this study makes tk
to decide if the researcher has addressed a significant titestion
significant contribution to knowledge.

In add ion to the rationale for the study, a few other matters deserve
comment in Oh s review of Holliday's work. Considering the avilable diver-
sity and com lexity of pictorial instructional stimuli, aS the author does,
and associated- issues such as-textual placement, it is_purprising thatonly
two instructional iormats are experimentally consideredt A more comprehen-
sive study, incl ng for example a variety of picturial placements-and
formats would hAv been of more interest. Pictorial criterion questions,
in addition tq verbal ones addinistered, might have revealed more
clearly-the ique learning contributions of the pictOrial instructional
stimuli. Again, an appropriate conceptual framework for'the research in
this area would provide a basis'for Choosing between the various alterna-
tives vying for inclusion in the study.,

Among other matters, there appears, to be a lack of substantiation of
the author's decision to place his pictures "in.close proximity" to the
'related textual material. It is assumed, b.sed on a report showing that

;

students consider learning to be primarily a veTbal activity, that they
must be "led" to pictures. Placement 'would'seei to'be a highly appropriate
varidbem to study within the author's theoretical model of learning in
this area. I -

s I

Holiday's_report includes am example of one'page of the pictorial/text
-material, and a sample verbal multiple choice test item about the sample.
Based on this limitedevidence, some concerns arise concerning the nature
of the author-designed Aialetials. While the study claims tha%wthe test is
of a verbal nature, the eVen sample item specifically elicit* a visual :
image of movement. Coincidentally, the associated pictorial/text material
contaigs a prominent "arrow!" which.,-if recalled, will answer the posed
movement question. If this type of question is typical, the author-
designed test, which is of an intended verbal nature, may be confounding
the study outcomes by 'giving an advantage td students who had the pictorial
material. Hawever, it would be necessary to examine the other material
employed-in this study to resolve this iluitter.

In summary, it is agreed that future research in thiaarea cam benefit
-substantially by considering the theoretical requirements ,or learning,
outlined in this study. In addition, however, .it would be most, helpful to

47
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have a thorough analysis of.the extant research in the Tiqld with a detailed,
synthesis of past tesults.uch a synthesis would be of great benefit in
delineating further studies tk) be conducted and interpre't'ing the results
of studies now in_frocess.

A
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How Ann C. and David P. Butts. "The Effect of instruction on the
:Acquisition of Conservation of Volume." Journal of Research in
Science Teaching, 7(4):37137.5, 1970.

Descriptors--*Conservation (Concept), *Concept Formation,
*Elementary School Science, Learning, *Learning Readiness,
_Performance Tests, *Scientific Concepts

Expanded Abstract' and Ysis Prepared. Especially for by-Michael
Szabo, Pennsylvania etaterUniversity.

IP
Purpose

The study by Movie and iutts'served two purposes: (1) to determine the
effects of exposure to the SAPA curriculum upon transition to formal opera-.

tions (i.e., conservation of volume) of fourth and sixth grade students,
and (2) to determine the effects.of special instruction ttased upon a_learn-
ing hierarchies sofiem*on the criterion of a Learning Hierarchies Test.

Rationale,. /
4

The rationale for this study was'that selected science instructional
experiences should impact the levelt of cognitive development of children
as described-by Piaget. The authors suggest the possibility_that children
who had received-such curriculum materials would perform Piagetian tasks "
(e.g.; indicatfve of formal operations) at as earlier age or in greater
proportion than chlildred not so treated. Theyalso suggest that children
'whose intellectual development is "Areater" but lack necessary information
should perform tasks at a higher level aftir having been provided the
information by the program.

Research Design and Procedure

The study was a two group, pre- and posttest design which used #
sample of 189 fotgkh and sixth grade students from two different schools.
Some of the studgato had ineruction in SAPA for at least fifteen months,
while others had no such instruction. Assignment to'SAPA was not co ducted
using principles of randomization; assignment. to the special curriculum
was random zed.

'Prior to the experiment, SAPA students, were compared with non-SAPA
students on a volume concepts pretest based upon Piagetian tasks modified
for group administration. The major independent variable was exposure to a
special instructional curriculum devised to conform with A Learning Hierar-
chies Test develOped by the authors. Students with and without SAPA.
experience were randbmly assigned to either the instructional treatment
group or to a control group.

.

oThe main crite4on consisted of scores n a-speciallrconstructed
Learning Hierarchies, Test. In addition the correlation between age and
performance on the tasks leas investigated.

e
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Findings`

(-1

Prior to the actual experimental study, it was foUnd that higher
proportions of fourth grade SAPA students had successful scores on the vol-
ume concept test task #1 than non-SAPA students'. -This difference was.not
found for either fourth or.sixth grade- students on the second volume task.
Using the criterion of Learning Hierarchies Test scores, the SAPA students
out-scored the..non-SAPA students at the fourth and sixth grade levels.

From the actual experiment, which compared students,randomly assigned
to instructional, versus control groups within SAPA and non-SAPA groups,
nestedlwithin grade level, it was concluded that the instructional group
out-scored the control group in three out of four situations which were
tested using the Learning Hierarchies test. In the fourth grade, the
instructional group outscored the control grspip regardlgas of their SAPA
background. In. the sixth grade, however, there was no difference between
the instructional and eontrol groups who had the SAPA experience while the
difference was significant for the.non=SAPA group: The instructional/ program did not bring about any change in the proportion of children who
could perform the volume.consetvation tasks. ,

. 4
Interpretations

The authors concluded that the ability to perform:8n criterion volume
tasks is unrelated to either previous experience in the specified science

t program or to experience in the special instructional, program. There was,
however, a relationship betWeen performance of the criterion volume tasks
and age, grade level, and score on the Learning Hierarchies Test.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The authors are to be praised for encouraging research which links
practical curriculUm matters with theoretical learning psychology models.

The reviel;er's_commenis fall into issues of problem conceptualization
and design. Can researchers expect that exposure to special curricula will
indeed impact developmental levels? Flavell (1963).argues !'yes" and "no"
on the topic of speeding the acquisition of conservation through instruc-
tional practices. Flavell observes:

Probably the most certain conclusion is that it can be a
surprisingly difficult undertaking to manufacture iiagetian
concepts in a laboratory. Almost all the training methods
reported impress one asm3oun4 and reasonable and well-suited ,

to the educative job at hand. And yet most of them have had
.remarkably little success in produting cognitive change . . .

Further, there is more than a suspicion from present evidence
that when one does succeed inkinducing,some behavioral change
through this or that training procedure, it may not cut very
deeply (p. 077).

An interpretation is that Piagetian structures are not 'ttifects of
verbal confusion and misunderstandings (hence, not subject to amelioration

ak through instruction), rather they'are real,and exert weight in the child's

intellectual life. .

" o
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FlaVell's "igs" argument stems from Piaget's equilibrium model, which
posits, a sequence in which disequilibrium (antagonism betweop assimilation
and accommadatiOn) precedes acquisition oF invariant functions. -It has been
argued that providing appropriate instruction to children in stages of dis-
equalibrium *ill increase the likelihood that they will proceed to the next
developmental stage "on schedule" without undue time delays. Smedslund's
research (e.g., 1961a, 190.b) used a cognitive conflict strategy to stimu-
late the essential condition for the development of conservation, where
previously there had bden nonconserVatiOn, with encouraging results.

The above arguments lead to the expectations that. exposure to the
SAPA curriculum would not increase the numbers of subjects who could per-
form the criterion conservation task at an earlier age; however, it might
increase the proportion of,students"performing the criterion conservation
task ifthe SAPA curriculum:

1. fostered new cognitive conflict or aftendated existing cognitive
conflict, and

2. _provided information structures capablesof adequately reducing
the conflict, resulting in a return to equilibrium, and
conservation.

Since the results'do not support the relation between SAPA experience
and conservation of volume, the assumptions above may be-questioned.
tainly the creators of SAPA do not claim to have designed the curriculum
arounl cognitiv& conflict as it relates to Piagetian theory. C ",

t .

However, other questions related to methodology call for aniwers.%
First, subjects were not (and could not have been) randomly assigned to '.
.SAPA or non-SAPA, sing questions about developmental differences in'the
two groups. selection factors may have been in operation,
as were non-developmental fecters_(e.g.4,the group. differences in-CT)M
scores reported, but not the direction of the differences, by the authors).

Further, thl only description of the non-SAPA group was that they .

. . had not had such instruction," leaving open the possibility of wide
differences in experience and exposure to instruction as sound (develop-
mentally) as SAPA.,

Sec d, the validity of the measure of- the conservation tasks may be
questioned? -- cisions about acquisition of conservation resntot only upon'
'correctness'of response but also on the soundness of the explonation pro-

.

vided. One can question whether the explanations were captured and used
in the-dedisian-making process in(thegroup administered Test of Volume
Concepts.

..:

In'the'ma jor experiment of the study; the treatmeet group registered
significantly her gains on the Learning Hierarchies Test but failed to,
increebe the p portion of children who could perform the criterion conser-
vation tasks.

Conceptually, one can ar gue that the most effective learning should
occur when. the, _o"structure the discipline" (in t

i

case, a Gagnition type
learning hierarchy) is in high correspondence with emerging cognitive
structures (in this case,,Piagetian volume conservation) of the subjectt.
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The reviewer hypothesizes that an adequate match between the discip;*ne
structure and they coitive structure did not eventuate in'this study.

The results suggest,that there.are real differences between models of
intellectual development. An instructional approach based upon a content
model of the Asvelopment of intellect (Gagn4) was built and applied to a -

model of intellectual development characterized by rather invariant progres-
sion through a series of cognitive stages or levels. That the former did
not impact one criterion variable from the latter mode). further supports
the uniqueness and distinction between the two models.

The matching issue described above has more genral implications for
curriculum and' instruction. Does the structure of any scientific discipline,
as captured by subject matter expert correspond in any meaningful fashion
to the acquisition of knowledge'by the uninitiated and inexperienced
learner characterized by a pliable and emerging cognitive structure?

One solution path yet unexplored is curriculum research and development
which rigorously aqd thoughtfully explores the macroscopic features of the
discipline to be taught in light ofa detailed analysis of the character.:
istics and features of the emerging cognitive structure of the neophyte
learner. In short, let's have more of Howe and Butts research but at a more
macroscopic and detailed level.
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Humphreys, Donald W. and Ronald D.,ToWnsend. "The Effects of Teacher-
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11 Expanded Abstract" and Maly* Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Gene
,, ,Gennaro, University of Minnesota:, ' J. . c-

-. .

VA

'Purpose

Two types of individualized instruction:were investigated t9
detepoine what; effect freedom for the student to develop or select
his/her learning experiences had 'upon (lrhis/her academic achievement,
(2) how well he/she ,perceived he/she 'could achieve academically, and
(3) how much time he/she required to'gain concept competency.

Rationale

The authors suggest (l that John Carroll's model of mastery
Otovides a way to satisfaotorily master science'concepts;,(2) that
individualized instruction (in this casei...4elf-paced) should pixost4de
the student with the required time for developing factual information
and experiences into meaningful concepts and principles; (3) that
-perhaps the, ultimate' goal of learning.experiences.should be tncourage-

ment of the student's independence in 'learning,, permitting him to

1,41d'broad principles _arid using_ them to solve specific problems; that

(4) Ctiroll's.model of mastery learning provides the opportunity for,a
greater perceniage'of students eo be successful. However, the authors ,.
also suggest that students who take more time to aciiie4e mastery may
experience a feeling of failure.4

Research Design anciProcedure
. .

from Owatonna High School, Owatonna, Mijnnesota. The students in bo5h1

.

The sample consisted of two BSCS Green Version Biology classes

classes were responsible for learning the same biolOgical concept using
individualized instruction. In one class, the teacher provided t e

iprocedures to solve science problems, which led to concept under andhig
[teacher-structuri4,experience group (TSE)]. The students in the other
class were give only the sci:e9ce problems and wefe.required to deVelce
orseldct a set* experiences which led-toward concept underStanding
[student-struquid-experience) group (SSE)]. Using means'on pre-test'
scores 'in Compar g both classes using the IOWA Tests of Educational'

- Developbent (Naeral Science), IQ, Q-sort of .a single adjective, and pre-
test scores on d BSCS CoMprehensive Final as indicators, and after
performffig a tztest on each of the -four tests, the authors state that
the students in both classes were'from

,--1
the same population. In both

* - . '. t
- ,
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groups concept understanding was tested periodically by using concept
tests Which required them to use the learned concept to so,* an'unfa-'
miliar problem. If the concept test was not passed; th students were
giVen additional experiences which were prescribed (TSEgroup) or
developed new e eriences from a number of resources (SSE group). The
BSCS cpmprehensi e nal examination was used to measure differences in
ac

i

emic achievement .-- eenthe TSE and ssig groups after 140 days of
cla sroom studie . Se age of academic achievement was measured
by single adje ve -so t technique at the beginning of the expeti-..,
ment and after 47, 92, .. 120 days of classroom activity. 'The cards'
were sorted by the student so that the sorted'adjectives represented
how. the student pert ed his/her ability to achieve.

'
Findings

10,
Using a t est t was, determined that the TSE group scored

Significantly hi fhe post-test *f 'the BSCS Comprehensive Final
than did the g p. For the four measures of self -imalts in academic

achievement taken at the'bhginning and after 47, 92and 120 days of
classroom activity; the fluctuation of group. means was greater in the
SSE group than in the TSE group. There was also a droV "to a signifi-
cant d4iee"'in the means of scores measuring SSE students', self-image
between)the first and second Q -sorts even though it was reported that
the overall self-image of achievement,was not significantly different.

However, these scores did vary significantly among students within each,
group.

i,...-

r$ignifitantly more concepts were developed by the TSE gip* during .
.

the experfientaL period than by-the SSE group as shown by the-meand of : .: '

time in days requited for concept understanding.-(18.6 daiye'vs.'23.2 claya .

respectively). A negativi correlation wasfoupd between theself-image
of achievement and the time needed to achieve the- concepts 4.$ shown4y.

_
-lever -self- concept Suited- of SSE students. Similarly; alnegatiiie-correli-
tion existed between the actual academic achieVement and the time factor.

. ,

..*

When the achievement scores were plotted, the authors report, it 1100,
. 1

became evident that the TSE stores had amore central grouping while the .

greatest extremes.existed in the SSEgroup. .

...

A

Interpretationg -......-

. .,. . .

. The differences' in means Cla the self -image.scores between the SSE--
groilp and the TSE group on the second test reflect, the authorsof the
articles suggest, the early level of frustration demonstrated by the
SSE, group, which was, not as prevalent in the TSE gropp. The authors.' --

, 1Psuggest that theNtfference in restration level could have., resulted
frodit greater change in 1 a ng pattern required of the SSE grodP than
was reguired'OT the TSE g .. During the study,Andependence di lea
required.graaual develop nt by most students. The'TSE group, the
authors report, was init ally significantly superior in their ebility to
achieve etademically an required significantly less time to _pass the ,

'"individual concopt to s. , -

A
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The,dliferehce between th- 'mean times in'stdont days for concept
, 4

underitanding (23.4 for SSg up; 18.6 for gtoup) can he account 4d,,
foi, the authots suggest,ty the gicater ti required by the-students Of

- Ale S4SE group to construct.and selecf their Darning experiences, while
the .TSE gioup needed no time to do this.'

. a
.

#
y . 'Although the 5SE groups' academit performance
ofthe!SSE groupthere'iS an indication, that some
group were able to develop an independent learning

,:bysuperior schievem scores. This implication,
...' is inconCluOve Ind a s furthe research.

'ID* -', : 1

. ^

., . r- .

, 44,, . _.,

TheWbugly It getting at some 1Mportint'learning considerations. Do.
4

(many or most siudents need the organizatIon of theisiyacheirto provide
. maxidum learning? Is it:usefdel. to grNe'students AV 9hoice of materials-
and-tehrding Modes:to achieve masie6.of learning concepts if in the
process of taking-longer ,t.e achievawderstanding of the,chosen concepts,
the students' academic self-image dereYiorates?..

. AL*t ,, There is somA indication in thia study to suggest th'at academic i?If
imsgOdecreases at first bue thenincreases to the poioat Tehere, at the,
entt,O't 120 days, there is no significenceAn acad4Mic self -image'between

, students in-,the SSE-group compared tbiatudnts in the TSE grodp. The
. .adthorasuggest tpat there,is an early levef of frustration demonstrated

by the SSE groupo'which lx,noe as prevalent in the TSE grouli and that
the dififfetence in fruitration_level could have resulted from a-greatet

*schange in learning pattern reivired of the SSE group thin"was.required
of ene TSg efroup. Thereis also sbme indication.thit,Certain groups af
udents profft)3y structuring'their own learning as shown. by the ?

ie0ement oT some 'students (three) in the SSE group'who outscotied any
ant'in.the TSE group. :

.. p 4,,-----.
,-,

. .
''', . .

4 negatAl Correlation was shoWil between the self,imageof achievement,

CTOR'S ANALYSIS

was superior to dater

students: in the SSg,
behavior, as iqdicated
the authors suggest,

°. .

and thgr ime neededi4o achieye concept understanding. Cquld this be due
I 0 -to theqact:that students who take longer to achieve mastery include

1 students who are not motivated academically? Mere was, also, a negaeiVe4
correlation 6etween,the academic achievement and the time factor.' Could

V: --I. 'cis be dhe to the' same reason? t
If

he authors; Wboing.ceitallip measurable Cbarabterietics such as,IQ
4 : Scores, natural science achievement scores, academic self-image scores

and $ret3st scbrop-on the test' to beusedai a final measurement of
licOgnitive learning (the $SCS Comprehepsive Final), aftemp4ekto show that

I th$ TSE grouranieSSE group.were from the same population.. Critic can
nce1

OA point'ou thatfw out randomization, other factors'Stith\as pers; to a taek,.th4.ability to organize one's leartlirig aptivity,.ehe
mode'ok learniug-fdr studeats.inthe 'study -gust to mention a fe

0 .ye.factors -4-itily be,equally'impottant in fecting learning rate, amount of- ',' material,leeAned, and Academic se f male. It mould be'useful to repeat
the stucq4,464114m4zinithe etude s, in theThope that titer-and other'
factors are0,64tal1y di%iributed.

. e

4.

a
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The authors state.in the-4gonclusions"$hat,the TSE gret45, s

initially significantly superioI in-their ab4lity,to.achiey. mically
and required significqntly less time, to pass the,individualoconcept .

tests." Iyas,unable to verify this, unless this is inferred hythe
fact that theTSE group required significantly,less,time to ass the
individual concept tests. ,

....

AO'
"Throughout the report, 29etudests are mentioned as beingiovUlved

e

"
, SSE Sample; however,.on.y.2$ are accounteefor on bhe graph which

sh the frequency of Achievement scores. - lcwouid be well to mention'
k wh4 happened to the one sbudent.

v
. .

The mean of theAertest'for the SSE students on the BSCS Conipri-
ffensfye Final (-20.13)4is'abovd that of.the score dh the post-test ,for,,

e the same group (19..69). Even theTSE group did not gain mdcb'fram the
pre,- to poet -test using the BSCS'Comprehensive Final-(20.46, 22.57
respeFtively). The use of A standardized testis laudable; howevere
one can question the validity of -the BSCS comprehensive Fipal for,what

la was taughe to both grourfS.6f students. .

. ;

.
1 .' .

.
,

It would pe,i4C1 to include in a new study A third group of .

.

"studehts enrolled III afourAe of biology, ii which mastery was not the
leajing model used, and wh re defining the level of performance before

,K

roceeding was not the mode ed. *This would allow us to compare the

may be that requiring students to master concepts.as shown by scores
chi4rement and academic se f -image with sbodents in a mastery mode.

It

on periodic teots .beforemoving on may act detrimentallAto both
echiOement and academic self- image. It might be that this has a
particular influence on attitude and thence on achievement,, More
research needs to be carrbed out its area. .

.

, .
=--. ,

ftroterTmay be applicable for basic understandings of s e selected
material in science,-but may not be appropriate'for some of the kind of

,,
468 exploratory and experimental work that students do in £ science class.

Thos activities which get studenis_to utilize piocess aspects of science
may 4o an essential..part of a mas$,ery mode of ,teaching but may;

w ..

however, be more motivating And.may result in better understanding of
*,:..." science process and content. V

Icertain areas of learning, it may be appropriate to use.a
mats metlel such as the kid Carroll suggests in learning the skills
nece sary in areas such as a thmetic, reading,sfetsAgn language

..

vocallulary,.etc., *yen in the mastery of certain c is in all
.

disciplines. Howev r, the learning which cannot be labe ill or .'

concept; delklopmentsuch as enrichment, experiential' learning' or, process-
l'earuingrin certain aepeas of science where mastery is not necessarily
sought, requires a different mode of presentation and may in fact result,
in Unger term gains by making the learner tore excited about what is '

being learned, and hence affect learning outcomes. w'
., .

vw.

r
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Kempa, R. F. and J. E. Ward. "The Effect of Different Modes of Task
Orientation 'on Observational gttainment in Practical Chemistry."
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 12(1):49-76, 1975.

DescriptOrs--*Chemistry, Educational Research, *Instruction,
**Observational-Learning, Problem Solving, *Ferfbruance /tctors,
Science EduCation, Secondary Education, Secondary School Science;
*Task Performance ,

Expanded Abstractiand Analysis Prepared. Especially for I.S.E. by Vincent
N. Lunette, The University of-Iaga.

4 Purpose
. ,., .

-___*

To assess 410,effectOok three drat modes of instruction (task
orientation) on student observational bk D.& in laboratory pork in chemistry.

Rationale .

j.
,

\
. .

that,

.

The dithors bhse tHt need for the study upon the fact laboratbry
work in cantemftmary science courses is central and shOuld involve the
student in problem-solving and in_the process of scientific inquiry. Hence,
it is'impprtant.to.examine the attributes and to identify the cOnditiOns
unter.which the educational effectiveness of boratory work may be

V optimiied. The authors describe four phases o practical work in 'science
(planning and design4 manipulation, obsery ti , and interpretation) and
examine the observation phase in this stt They cite four,laboratory

. coursed, cach of which embodies on46of the three idealized #odes of labora-
tory taiik orientations defined in the study. The paper does not refer the
rFader to other relevant,rebearch,studies. , . .

NIL

1p

4
Redearch Desftn and Procedure

_

The three modes of laboratory task orientation selected for study were:
Wr4

(a) an,open-ended approach in which observational easks\had
. _to,bc.accomplished in the absence of any form of. cueing;

.
(b) a method of partial diction in which students received

cueing to some but not all observations to be made; ',
-11,

, .
-,

a. 1

(c) a check-list approach in which students were
.
required to

carry out observational tasks with.reference to'a compre-
hensive schedule-listing all possible observations,

A chemistry obseryati9n test was prepared that consisted of ten test-
tube reactions in,four perceptual areas: ", . . color changes; changes
involving the formation or disappearance_ofsolicis; Changes involving the
liberation of gases; and temperature changes resulting from the evolution S.
or<psorption of heat dtirin a reaction." The ten reactions were selected .

through a series of pretest 'to ensurelthat results would not-Vend on
students' manipulative_ ability and that students would be unfamfliar with
the actual Chemical system. Studints recbrded their observations on

'
..,

*

., 1 ,...
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report sheets that had a forplat consistent with one of the three'modes of
task otitentation,'but all'students*re proVided with standardized sets of
equipment:and had "ready access to all solutions and materials required."

11Sufficient.timemas'allowed-for ill ,studentn'to,comtlete the experiments'"
-and reports. , ,

k,
4

Completion'times for the themistrfobseration testsinc;uding
thetrecording pf observations, ranged from 70 t4-90 minutes ... .. .1

Scores derived . . .were treated'as eriterio 7referehced measures
since the test aimed at etablishinabsolu le+els orobseiva-,
h it o s a l competence achievedas the result of the three treatment-
modes . .' . . . > t

. ,, II . S. . .

Two other teats were administere within one week of the observation
test to provide sUpplementalinforma on. In an assessment of color vision,
all students in the study correctly, escaged and differentiated between,
colors of solutions on fourteen colo slides.,(To assess the effects of
academic-ability, a short multiple-choice chemistry achievement test was

,

, 1administefed.

i

The sample selected forithe study consisted of 140 fourth-year "0"
level chemistry students ,in Ve..e schools. The subjeCts inj each school.
were randomly assigned toth three task orientation grqups:

1/111
ams

. ,
. 6

,
.

Mean scores;, qandard deviations, end sample size were reported'for.
each of the three task oriengation treatments sadschools. Also thelee-
cent mean observational errO, rates.were reported for each treatmenc,jand
school. Two categories of eriar rates were reported for each of the treat-
ments: errors:of-omiss4on oqcurring-when.the subject failed to 'perceive
clearly observable changes, and illqsdYy errors arising when obasrvatiets
were reported that were not resent in -the system being observed. Mean
scores for each of the threvtreatments were also reported:for students
assigned to three achievemeng.groups on the basis of their performance on
the chemistry achievement test. Finally, mejp observational error rates 11

were reported as a funEtion Of the complexity of the parficulrobserva-'
tional ttisk.

11`
:

Analyses of variance were conducted to determine the iffents'of the
. . .

three task orientation treatments and to determine the effects of the -

independent vart les:

Findings

1.':/n all schools stuiplOn the check-list groups,scored highest
and students inthpartial-directioh group 4rformed least
Well on the observational tasks

,

2.' ,Observational-attainment was not significantly influenced by the
school or by a treatment modchool interaction.

; W

3. NO significant relationship was observed between students' cogni-
tive abilities in Chemistry and observational attainments.

41
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The mean percentage for errors,of omission was much higher for
".students -3n the open -ended mode than in the check-list mqde: The
partial direction mode achieved an even higher;orete for errors
of omission; further analysis of this group revealed.a major
differtnce between cued and noncued observaXions.wilVthe error
rate espe ly high on noncued observations.

_va/A ,

5. The an cedtage for illuiory errors Nies very mucll'higher for.
studen s in the check =list Mode than for students in either of
the other two treatment modes.

6. As the Observational task became more complex., students in all
treatment groups failed tcz perceive more of the stimuli that

,

were present.

.

1
1

Interpretation

.

1.. Observational skills in laboratory chemist90"are'not primarily
'intellectual' in nature. " -

ii
al .

.

4 2. The relatively ldw er r Date of students in the'check-list group,
can be attributed t the cueing that mode provides, particularly

_ in complex observational --6.1.4lions. -.
, * .

3. A differential effect of cueing.an directed and nondirected' 4

obseriratiodal tasks can be(obeerted. "The performance ,level on
the latter appears substantially impaired as the result.of the
'specific cueing given to other observations."

4b.:.

4. The conclusion thet the cheCk.-list mode ip superior based on an
analysis of theopmissional errors must be made with reservations.
The hi observational attainment for that group may well be a
cons quence of its extensive illusory erroi rate. (There was a
dire relationship between illusory error and. mean observational
attai nt.)

In final analysis, the conclusions reported by the investigators
were:

1. Obiervational attainment in laboratory chemistry is significantly
influenced by iastruprional condittons.,'

2. The check-listapde of task orientation appears to be most
effective in prodOcing high.obserational achievement, but induces
a high illusory ellivr_pte whichis ilmost absen'k in the other
two modes.

.

3. The partial direction mode results in a high success rate ,on those
obdervations for which speCific cueing has been provided, but
inhibits the effective perception of ather;-noncued 'stimuli.

4. The relative merits of the open - ended and the check-list modes
cannot be fully assessed since no studies have as yet-been
conducted to examine. how students interpret "sets of o6servat ons
which are either incomplete (because ofomission errors) or
include information which'ii illusory in origin."
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study is a particularly important one for research in science
education because it examined a topic that is uAique to scienfe laboratory,
teaching. ThedesigO of the study providei a model fop objective investi-

,otions on other.topecs in science education. Currently, very inadequate
attention has been given to research into the "practical mode"'of laboratory
teaching, and the medhanisis set up inAehe stu4y may provide insights to
other researchers who 'will examine thedevelopment of laboratory or pAec--
tidal skills.

Although research pn laboratoryfskills is very inadequate, the
investigators provide nb,reference to any related investigations; neither
to they comment on the dearth of relevant studies. The failure to bridge
the gap between the'present study And relevant prior a earch is a weakness

.

of the, written paper. The, authOls also do not addr uffleiently the
implications'of their investigation for further rese di( study.' While they,
have pointed out one or '"two questions that reqaire further research, they
have,not discussed the broad need for related research, nor have they dis-
cussed the implications of tedikiques developed in'their own research for
such stud Implications pf the study forteaching praCtice are implicit
in the paper, but theyile not elaborated'at length.

In general, the implications of this *interesting study, were not
discussed Officiently. Specific suggestions could have been directed to

'the relatigiphip between SpeFific instructional techniques and the goals .

of instruc on, and a variety of significant questions for furtcier investi-
gations could have beenelaborated. Also, (ihild the authors were relatively
cautious in the generalizing from their data, they should have cited, the
need for replication studies, in their conclusions.section,' due to the
limifations of the sample and of the laboratory tasks. The sample cOnsiated
of a relatively small, unique group- of students who'were examined on one
set of experiments with one .set of observational criteria 'acid with one set
of instructional tasks. While the study has broad implications; the gener-
alizations that can be drawn ftomit at this timeNare considerably narrower
than the title of the paper implies:

. 4' ,
ao4

the analysis of data and the attention to detail within that data i8.
impiessive in the written paper. The authorehave been through in their,
research and, generally, paver 1p norted detai] withcarg: Nevertheless, .

the reader may raiV some of thg following questions that were not answered
in'the written'tepoit.

4

Why was the study limited to cognitive measures? What are the effectsWhat
of task orientation'on the attitudes of students?

,',How does prior experiendb'affect observational attainment? The pretest
1 was probably effective in eliminatiig topics that had previously been ,

ipexpeiienced in chemistry; lut the entry level of itudents in-observational
sitills,was not examined, and 'the sample msy well have hack some bias in the
development of these skills rel'ative to a-Nroader popuiation of students.

How do-different modes of task orientation affect observational'attain-
ment overlong perioli of time? The study examined a 70 to 90 minute
sequence of testa an observations. What mould,occur over,a petiod of days
pr months?

. -60
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* What are the. eet f intellectual dovelOpment, or intelligence,..or
achievement generilly? "chemistry achievement tesO was brief'and
highly specialized and not assess intellect or'comf)etence'broadly.
Thus, dataaraotnsufficient for the statement that observatiOn4 abilities'
"are not primarily 'intellectual' in nature" (p. /V.

What are tll effects, ofother telited skills like reading ability?
e W ould an orally administred test.produee different results?

.

. .' ,
.

/

'What would be learned by an "orally. administered protocol that would
assess observational-attainment? 11

Art hierarchical relationships present in observatiOnal skills?
Observational task complexity is defiaed.in the study as the number °of(

cotrect observations Possible ilia,gillexperiment, sad the study does
not investigate the question of hierailikcil relationships.

1

The study -also does not exAmine the relationship between the four
) m ajor phases.of practical work in science delineated in the pdPetis intro-

,
s duction. "The four 'phases are not only sequentigl, they are alsorhierarchi-

car . . success at one stage determines tlie success achievable at the
next stage (p. $9). This assumption of relationship is not.uSed or.
examined ia.the ennui report, )

,
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Sparks, Phillip IL-and Laraine M. Unbehaun. ."Acbievemeat of `Audio - Tutorial
and COnventiOnal Biology tudents, 'A Comparative Study." BioScience,

' .21(12):574'-576, 1971.
.

Descriptors--*Autoinstructional Raogr4ms, *Biology,' *College
Science, *Educational Research, *Instruction,-Reseitch, Science.
Education -

Expanded Abstract'and Analysis'Prepared Especially for I.S.F. by William.
S. Lanier, Jr., University of Kansas.

Purpose

,
, .

The purpose of this study was to evaluate theachtevement of college
biology student an audio -T) program by-tomparing.theit
perforraanoe withltudents using a, conventional biology lecture -lakoratofy
program. The fout null hypothesekincluded:

lib 1°,
),

1. , initially the students of the experimental group were nod
' significantly different from the control group as measured 1

tural, Science-pottion of the American Collegeby scores on the
Test (ACT).

ler
2. - The post-ichievement ofetudents in the Audia-Tutorial(experi-

mental) group wasdnotsignificantly different from that of
students in the control:group as measured by the Total Biology
Test.

1 ; ,: , ;

4.
-

3. The scores on the ACT pretest.and the scores Oft the Total
Biology Test ace uncorrelated for both the control spd tbe
experiments?. groups. - -

. n OP --

4. The percentage of the students initially enrolled who-are 1

- -''included in the study fs the same foraboth the control a4d
the experimental groups.' ,

Rationale

This study, published in 1971,was apparently One of only f few A-T
comparative, studies using a control vs. experimental group format 4iith

),groups numbering over a hundred subjects. The unstated_assomptionof tifb-1
study seemed to be that retention of factual Information was the mast
important dependenevariable to measure. The experOental treatment known
as am4iO-tutorial instruction was nearly identical to theprocedures poPue,
lasized byBostlethwait, et al: (1969).

Research Design and Procedure .

i . ..
.

A posttest control group design wasvied to Con t the-achievement
of students using an audio-tutorialfprogramspi-T) ith hat of students in
a conventional, biology lecture-lhboratory course.: he 190 studenOp in the
'A -T group met in alweekly general assembli'for a ;mit introduction and for
evaluation purposei. Studentiwere_ftee to siand as much time as desired

k 1.
, .
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in independent study involving audio-taped lectures and laboratory
materials. Small sessionsof approximately 30 students met once a week with
an instructor to review, difficntrconcepts. In contrast, the 180 students
in the conventional or control'grourattended three one-hour lectures and

,one two-hour laboratbry per week. The subject matter presented to both
groups wasthe same.

The length of the instruction of the college biology A-T and ,

conventionally taught groups was not stated. The original sizes of the
dOrT group and-the control group were eventually redUced to 153 and 143x,

respectively, because,of withdrawals and ot4er reasons..
. .

The Natural Science portion of the AMerican,College Test was,used to

test the null-hypothesis of no initial differences in the two groups. .The
TOtal Biology Test was administered to both groups. Th4,s test was actually -1
an accumulation of 274 test items,which had been administered in'part

.periodically throughout the course.: of the, 274 items, 165 were later, t

categoriied into nine subtess-Corresponding to topics'llOuin,ht hethe
The Total Biology Test was principally a measure of the retention of factuag:
information with approximately 10 percent of the items at the application
level.

; , ,

. v.
Themean achievement score-en the 10 tests for the two groups were

analyzed using the z-test statistic for evidence'of significant difference /

at the .05 level. A similar-analysis 16 used with the pretest data to-
determine if there were any initialAifferences.between the two' groups.

1

In ach'of these steeintrtneft4alpetationS, all the student scores were used
and then just the freShman student scores were used since the original coa-

ttro group captained a significant number of Ronfreshmen.

Findin

'
4 r\

terst of the filirypothesis indicated that the4 was no significapt .

differ e between the nts in the A -T sectian and in the convention-
ally taught section when the students entered the course. Aypothesig four
confirmed that the percentage drops in student enipllment in the experi-
mental and'control groups were got significantly Afferent, Hypothesis
three pointed to significant Pearson product-motanpcorrelaticrn of 0.45
0:46 between the pretest and the Total Biology test for the A-T and con---
ventl.onally-taught students, respectively.

Thn aealysiS of iypothesis two indioated,signifieant differencei if
achievemeht scores on theTotal Biblogy Test and on three subtests invo
the topics of chemistry of life, plant reproduction,' and ecology-evoluti

c
thIn all cases of significant differences, the A-T group scored higher thin

e control group. These differences, held true even Uhen.only the freshman
oreamere used.

Interpretations

The authors said that the results ofthe'siudy indicate.tbat student's
using an A-T foalt achieved more than those using a conventional format.
In,addition, 90.percent.of the students in the A-T section indicated that"
they would select sections of other general education courses that were

A
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'aught using the A-T approach in preference to a conventional` method. The
; authors pointe4 out that 'the reader Should expect future contradictory
evidence in stnaies of A-T systems becaust of'such things as the variability
of the format, and variability of course objectives.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS, .

o
The biology _audio-tutorial programs for college student apppa to be

further distinguished by the self-directed and sel' -paced features of
instruction. The A-T programs sh ld not be. confused with an individualized _

program which, in addition to the self -paced feature, makes the instruc-
tional material available id more than one presentation format (Rowe and
Deturg, 1975).

1 i , ,

The authors of the pRelent study were quite correct,tin predicting
future studies contrasting achievement'gains in A-T groups would furnish
contradictory evidence. :Rowe and Deture reviewed fair 1974 studies on A-T

. College Bioldgy+vs. Traditional. programs. The scorecard showed two studies.' /
with no conte6 achieveinent differences, and one study favoring ,the A -T
approach; and one study favoring the traditional approach. . .

,.- -:.
1

,ik
.

.- The research design used in.the present-study did,not provide for a
truly. random assignment of students to each of the groups. /nstead, the
students in thi experimental group signed up for the A-T section and the
control, group'signed'up for the conventional lecture laboratory. session.
The.finding that a significantly-high number of non-freshmen sighed tip for.

'the control group suggests that an element of bias may haVe entered into
the composition' of t tyro groups. The subsequent reaal.ysis of the data
using only freshmn, not necessarily remove the question of the random

. /
_nature of both groups.

4 41. .
,

The research design also provided for only one instructor for the
V

.

conventionally taught group of students,' while the ArT group conlakcome
into contact with several instructors. Since in minytradition 1 programs

;
students attend a large 'lecture and then are placed with differ nt tearing ..

. 4.

assistants for the laboratory, it would seem that the use of one person to ,,

handle all the conventional. instruction could be advantageous if the
individual coordinated the two phases of instruction.

.,'

The authors of the present study indicated that both groups were
presented the same-subject matter. However, a more specific explanation
of the support kids was tot given.. It would have been interesting, for
instance, to know whether both groups were given behavioral objectives,
filar handouts, and similar laboiatory activities. Perhaps of even more

would have been slime figures on the relative amount of time each'
oup silent working on biology tasks. The outcome of the study was gener-
lly limited to factual recall information. It would have been interesting

.0.01144' to have had comparative' information on science process skill 'development
... and attitudinal measures.

e

The authors reported that'90 percent of the students enrolled in the
A- T'sectidTi indicated they would select a siMilat A -T former/16r other
courses in the future. However, no mention was madf of whether the control
'group'studene would prefer to'take future courses immthe lecture -lab format.
It would seem possible since the control-group studentaiapparently had the
option of signing up for the A-T section but.did n6t7
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The audio-tutorial format is especially suited fOr aptitude-treatment
interaction studies. These types of studies attempt to determine whether
certain students with particular cognitive learning styles, attitudes or
aaitudes achieve better with a particular treatment such as audio-tutorial
instruction. Grobe (1973), in a comparison of A-T. with a conventional
biology program, grouped students in three aptitude leveliis 'with scores on
the CEEB,being,the dependent variable. 0.th the-knowledge of aptitude and

*treatment, the author was only able to account for 9.5 percent of the vari-
ance; suggesting the need to search for additional variables.

A studrof two different' strategies for'sequencing five bogy unite
within an audio-tutorial course was conducted by Gunter (1974). The SBUS
sequence represented a logical development of conceits. The TDUS sequence
represented a-logical development of concepts.. The TDUS sequence provided
special sequence of topic's arranged from.units the student knew best to-the
least understood units as determined-By student pretest scores. The results
of the study:indicated no significant differences between the two woups
in terms of achievement or attitude toward tfie course. The interesting
-point, however, was that the TDUS students completed the work in half the
"tiMe-it took, the'SRVS'grouilo

Future zesearchers may wish to pursue the time spent on task variables
as an important predictor of achievement in Audio-NtoriA instruction.
In another phase of/the study by Gunter, the audio-tutorial students with
high grade.pnint averages elected to spend more time in completing the unit

' .and' in addition scored higher on the achievement posttests than did students
with low grade point averages. Rowe and Deture (105) in their review of
audio-tutorial research commented on the widespread concern of educators
with student procrastination. The evidence provided by Gunter suggests that
additional external guidance may be necessary to keep stuAents withIlow
grade point 'averages on task, longer and more consistently.

Another area of possible research was suggested by Meleca's (1973)
description,of the Bio-Learning Center at Ohlto State University. 41 addi-
tion to a *ice of multidimensional learning materials keyed to bdhavioral
objectives,'and access to small-grbup recitation sections, the program
provides a broadening experience. That is, instruotional television pro-
grans are provided which deal with the short range goals of helping the
students. $rograms are also provided dealing with the broadei implications
of biology and research. Tie movement toward more individualized instruc-'
tion io theA-T format will provj.de new impetus for measurinhigher
cognitive a4d affective objectives.

An audio-tutorial approach to biology instruction min the high school
wad reported by Nordland (1975) No significant differences in achievement
were observed between the A-T and conventional biology class. The authors.
also reported that standardized measures such as'the SAT reading and the
STEP science tests were less predictive of learner achievement whim the
audip- tutorial methods were used. This finding of lower corre4itioht sug-
gests that the A-T format migtreI;rovide a more appropriate instructional
alternative for students deficient in certain skills such as reading.

- 1*
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